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HE PRINCETON

Those Who Should Know Say The Last
Dollar Invested In Advertising Brings A
Grbater Return Than The First .
Why Not Try It?

izE WINNING NEWSPAPER
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_
Number 19

Pi cetori, Caldwell County, Kentucky, Thursday, November 10, 1949
_

unty Burley
owers To Vote
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4-H Officers Elected

Leader To Publish
At Achievement Meeting Photographs Of
Local Children

otos For 3 Years
ginning With 1950
Be Decided On
ovember 19

Approximately 3 50 Four-H
members, leaders and visitors attended the annual 4-H achievement meeting here Saturday at
the Capitol Theater where project
champions were awarded certificates and officers were chosen
for the year, County Agent R. A.
Mabry announced.
Officers elected at the meeting,
which was attended by 20 organized and unorganized groups,
were Jimmy Wallace, president;
Doris George, vice-president;
Charlotte Akers, secretary, and
Eleanor Crenshaw, treasurer.
In t h e attendance contest,
Quinn received first prize, Hall,
second; Cobb, third; and Friendship, fourth. In the schools where
there was less than the requined
number for organization, Nabb
was first, Bell Buckle, second,
and Hart, third. Prizes for attendance contests were furnished by the Chain Store Group and
presented by Ezra Franklin.
Medals furnished by business
groups, and framed certificates of
achievement presented by the Retail Merchants of Princeton were
given by R. A. Mabry, county
agent, and Wilma Vandiver, home
agent, to the following 4-H pro-

ject winners:
Jacqueline Shouldere, clothing;
Eleanor Crenshaw, housekeeping and room improvement; Faye
Young, canning; Anna Sue Stephens, foods; Junior Dunbar, labor;
Henry Traylor, corn; Bill Jones,
beef; Jimmie Wallace, sheep and
leadership;• Helen Grace. Boitnott, poultry, and Gaydon Mitchell, swine.
Miss Maxine Garrigan, assistant
home demonstration agent, presented silver medals, which were
furnished by the Simplicity Pattern Company of New York, to
blue ribbon winners in the style
revue Who were:
Bonnie Lowery, Margaret Ann
Vinson, Janet French, Anna R.
Hill, Marlene Lowery, Linda Ann
Orange, Ednia Lou Duncan, Phyllis Jane Lisanby, Marion Joy
Young, Helen Fears, Lu Ann
Creekmur, Charlotte Akers, Daisy
Holt, Anna Neal, Jacqueline
Shoulders and Fay Young.
Program for the meeting consisted of the 4-H pledge which
was led. by David Crenshaw and
Glenn Roberts . of the Quinn
Club. The Hall club sang the 4-H
club song and a free movie was
shown to the group. Jimmy Wallace, county president, presided.
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From Eagle To Plum
By Shelby Pool
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parking
auto out of its
Not just a slight
clear?
is
it
if
see
to
you
into the traffic behind
not. Also, notice as
glance, I mean a good look. Many people do
onto Main many of
you approach an intersection just how far out
notice how many drivthe cars move to see if traffic is clear. Also
then pull right out In
ers will slow down at the intersection and
are thankful you
front of you onto Main Street. (That's when you
drivers cannot wait
the
because
done
is
this
of
All
have brakes.)
hurry to be safe and
a few seconds—they are in a hurry—too big a
courteous.
approaching and
Many drivers coming unto Main see traffic
can, however,
probably
they
Yes,
it."
make
can
"I
themsblves,
say to
you will get
close
is
it
when
that
are
Chances
it might be close.
sometime. When
away with it but percentage says you will miss
still will take a
will that sometime be? You cannot tell, yet you
chance, still end up by "being close."
Sometimes
The speed limit in Princeton is 20 miles per hour.
hour and notice
when you are driving be sure to drive 20 miles per
or Hopkins
how many auto will pass you. Park on South Jefferson
will see what
ville Street some night, keep your eyes open, and you
I am talking about.
are
Now for more specific safety reminders. Let's say you
parkyour
of
out
car
your
drive
to
going
are
You
Main.
parked on
all the traffic
ing space and journey homeward. Also let's say that
K. You look
on Main Street is moving at 20 miles per hour. 0.
car coming.
back and take a look to see it traffic is clear. You see a
that car
The first thing you think of is Can I make it?" With
Five sectraveling 20 MPH, in 5 seconds it will move. 147.45 feet.
and turn
onds is just long enough for you to turn your head to look
Counit back again. Also, traveling at 20 MPH the National Safety
brakes
cil states that to bring an automobile safely to a stop the
should be applied 30 feet before the stopping point is reached. The
you to get
first thing for you to consider is how long it will take
your car out of the parking space into traffic on Main. It all takes
more going through your mind than you think there is—just to get
your car out of the parking space into traffice on Main. It all takes
time, not much, just a fraction of a second here and there. BUT, remember, a car moving at 20 MPH travels 29.33 feet a second. How
far back does a car have to be before you pull out into traffic?
Something to think about.
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Little Chips
By J. S. H.
Observant readers of The Courier-Journal's editorial page should
have recognized a picture of a
hospital which appeared last
week. In the center of an editorial entitled, "More Kentucky
Hospitals as Quickly as Possible,"
was an architect's drawing of
Caldwell County War Memorial
Hospital which is now under construction on the Eddyville road.
•

•

•

Talent and achievement ate not
always found in distant states or
places. Many times we overlook outstanding accomplishments
right here at home. One of our
own folk, Mrs. Lena D. McElroy,
has had an article published recently in the Point of View column in a year book, "We the
People,' published by the Paebar
Company of New York. The publisher thought so much of the article that he has asked Mrs. McElroy for another.
• • •
New of the death of Edward R.
Stettinuis, Jr., 49, onetime U. S.
Secretary of State, from a heart"
ailment at Greenwich, Conn, did

•

not tell us that the physician who
was called to the dying man's
bed-side was Dr. Harold L.
Amoss, a native of Caldwell
county. Dr. Amoss was born and
reared in the Cobb community
and is now practicing at Greenwich.
•

•

•

A prayer of "Darkness Stay
Away From My Door" was answered for folks of the Scottsburg community Friday when
lights became available to the
people for the first time. Electricity, all fresh and hot, was
served to the community after
the connection of Power lines
from the local K. U. plant.
• • •
Loring B. Dowst, now associate
editor of Holiday Magazine, who
recently visited Atlanta on a vacation swing through the South
via plane, stopped over in that
warm city long enough to give
advice about writing to scribes
and to be the guest of Mr. and
Mrs. John E. Sims, former
Prineetonirins
•

OBERLIN'S
bps

Washington
Letter
Y Jane saas
Washington—Herve J. L'Heureux, a quiet, thinking man, has
started a movement that is
with busy Americans everywhere
pausing a moment at noon daily
to pray for peace. A veteran foreign service officer, now chief of
the State Department's visa division, Mr. L'Heureux first introduced his idea to fellow members of the Last Man's Club of
the American Legion Post at his
home town of Manchester, N. H.,
last October.
At his suggestion, the war veterans resolved to stop whatever
they were doing for one minute
at noon each day to pray silently for God's help in securing "an
equitable and abiding peace."
Since the Manchester group
adopted his daily prayer-forpeace idea, Mr. L'Heureux has
been devoting most of his spare
time to sending information about
the movement to other organizations and business firms.
He has refused offers of financial help to spread the movement. It seems to grow spontaneously, he says, and this is the Way
it ;hould be. Furthermore, he does
not want a big organization or
money, fame or thanks for himself. Through correspondence he
has learned that 3Ortle 640 organizations have now adopted the
plan. After a recent broadcast he
received 3,200 letters from peo-

ple interested in getting the idea
started in their own communities.
"I'm astonished at the way it's
taken hold," he told me. "It shows
that the masses are aware of the
power of prayer and have an
earnest desire to rearm spiritually
as well as physically. In other
words, we are keeping our powder dry but asking God for enlightenment to enable . as to reconcile differences and not have
to use it."
Mr. L'Heureux says that during
10 years of service in consular
posts in Europe before, during
awl immediately after World War
II he became convinced that
"sornething tangible should be
done to correct wiaespread mistaken impressions abroad of the
true character and Ideals of the
American people."
"My experiences," he says, "impressed upon me the need for
something out of the ordinary to
demonstrate that the Aemrican
people essentially are God-loving, God-fearing and peaceminded."
Mr. L'Heureux emphasizes that
the movement is completely free
and non-sectarian. Everyone is
invited to join in him own way.
Among those endorsing the idea
are Catholics, Jewish and Protestant leaders. The idea is spreading abroad. Sixteen foreign countries are represented in the
thousands of letters Mr. L'Heureux has received.

Literary
Guidepost
By W. C. Rogers
THE WOMAN OF ROME, by Alberto Moravin, translated from
the Italian by Lydia Hollard
(Farmer,. Straus; 43,50)
Adriana, daughter of a widow
struggling to make a living in
Fascist Rome, is a girl whose
beauty seems to be the only
negotiable asset in the impover. . look, says
ished household
the practical mother displaying
a model, look here, and here.
the girl to an artist in search of
It's a bargain Teen-age Adriana, who longs some day to live
in a tidy villa bordered with
bright flowers, to have a husband
and raise bouncing children,
starts posing in the nude in one
studio or another. There she
meets Gino, who seems to comply with her own specifications
for a man, but with none of her
mother'.
She's throwing herself away,
wails the mother, reflecting on
her miserable lot, the wretched
apartment and the bleak future.
She's making a fool of herself,
says Gisella, who thinks she
ought to work, or work-and-play,
for money, for luxuries, for a
high time in the expensive cafes
and restaurants, for an elegant
apartment of het own. Gisella,
an evident success at this game,
introduces her to Astarita, the
police official.
Gino already had a wife. He
wins Adriana by fraud; Astarita

by

"The fault, if fault th
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Gthimacks°m°A. diiinaneat
,ipe
twd.ahelin
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'
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itr's
atory bIn
s
veltyhe Aisfdirristiata
eautyln
with my beauty."
tkr.
•
• lovely
though she can be, aila
'
ted to a profession whjes
f nifeiy
more
mercilessly
infinitely
and honorable r e tlats
men of wealth and its
such as the
government ,
and the revolutionary, '
as,
sire her. Besides ths
of her world, her vices ea
trig, and the troubled
day reader finds it easy
le
her ancient sin.
This is neither ths
economic or moral
tion of the street-walkee
humanitarian one, pita;
ing in detail, always er
novel rises to imposing
heights.
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Do You Know?
T

he average capacity
oil,
freight cars is more than 50
The District of Columbia
34 miles of railway.
The number of wild black
in the United States is be
to be increasing.
There are believed to be
100,000 javelina wild Pp is
United States, the herds
ing just north of the Me
border.

DICK OBERLIN
WHAS

•

NEWS DIRECTOR

•
IND

tneut mo‘le tdin, of
By El. ton n,ot of you Ieal
for
City
York
New
it, of putting the stuff
in
be
I'll
developing
this,
the third annual convention of together and getting it on the air.
the National Association of Radio In very few places is it possible
News Directors. That's what this to get by with a real newsreel
column will be about, and I hope just skimming the cream of local
that you'll forgive me this one news for less than seven or eight
time for being considerably more, hundred dollars a week. And, re- •
personal than we have been since member, that's just overhead!
It's going to be my job to see
Observations started in The Leadif we can't find some way to
er.
There are two reasons for at- bring Kentuckiana viewers a TV
tending a convention. One is to newsreel. A practical way. One
learn something more about your that isn't so outrageously expenjob or business, and the other is sive. I don't know whether we
to have fun. There will be plenty can do it or not, but we're going
of opportanity for both in New to try.
To that end I'll spend all next
York. And this time, there'll be
extra work for me, because, as all Monday with t h e Columbia
of you undoubtedly know, WHAS Broadcasting System television
Is this something the Committee for Kentucky should look is going to start television broad- news crew which puts together a
My
of
into? That organization believes no state should get ahead
casts soon after the first of the daily 15-minute newsreel. The
following day I'll be in Baltimore
Old Kentucky Home—in anything. But here is a blow more devas- year.
tating than failing to attract a new factory. Here is the state's beI am emboldened to make a re- to see how a local station there
Will the committee port on this since so many news- tackles the problem.
loved son going clear to Missouri for a bride
At the NARND convention
now make a survey to determine if that famed product of the Blue papers have taken such a keen inGrass State—the Kentucky belle—is slipping?
terest in television. There is no we'll have several panel discusIf that investigation should be vetoed, how about an inquiry doubt it will have a great _effect sions on TV news problems. And
by the women's division of the Democratic National Committee? For on American family life as it be- we'll hear discussions of news by
the Vice-President has also strayed over into Republican ranks in comes more wide spread, as new top men in the business as Ed
choosing his new partner. Have the Democratic ladies become so technological developments make Murrow, winner of two Peabody
immersed in party work that they have forgotten how to wear a it possible to telecast to remote awards; Elmer Davis, former diparty dress? Did they insist on talking politics to a "Veep" who areas which now must depend on rector of the Office of War Inluck for an infrequent pick-up. formation; Edwin (Spike) Canhas to listen to the Senate?
As the news director of WHAS, ham, editor of the Christian
Most of us will survive even if these grave questions go unanswered. Probably Kentucky will find that it hasn't lost a son, I will be responsible for what Science Monitor and others.
We radio news directors are
but gained a daughter. And the Democratic Party, if it can't say goes pn our television newscasts.
that, may yet concede that America doesn't want a one-party system. This is just about the most chal- going to get a. dose of our own
Indeed, the more we consider it the less we feel that this situa- lenging assignment imaginable, medicine, too. I am co-chairman
tion demands any investigation. For Cupid is notoriously without since one station after another of of a committee of the association
respect for geography or party line. And aside from our pleasure the hundred or so TV stations on which this past year has studied
in the happiness of Mr. Barkley and Mrs. Hadley we are glad to see the air have started out with am- the Associated Press, United Press
bitious plans for news coverage and International News Service
romance capturing a headline from Russia.
—(Christian Science Monitor) and gradually have come down and wrote a sharply critical report on their shortcomings. At
to little or no news at all.
The trouble is that TV news, if the convention, Spike Canham
it's done right, is just impossib- will analyze the kind of job raly costly. The payroll alone for a dio news has been doing and tell
we fall down on the job.
There is a saying, traditionally with one of the leading Ameri- single television news crew for- us where
If we can take it as well as we
t() to 15 minutes of news a day
can oil companies, that when a director retires, the company hires a
will run from $400 a week up. In dished it out, we'll learn somenew office boy. The concern's magazine observes that there may
be an element of exaggeration in this, but that it does indicate the addition to that, there is, of things
company's high regard for its junior members and its continuing
preference for promotion from within.
The whole oil industry, in fact, is a splendid example of how
opportunity is offegied to able and ambitious people. The roster of
top executives is liberally sprinkled with the names of men who
began as office boys or in some simlar position. It's the old story of
starting at the bottom of the ladder and climbing up, and it's just
as valid today as it ever was.
This isn't the result of altruism on the 'part of the oil industry,
or any other enterprise which has a like policy. One reason American industry leads the world by a wide margin is that it is always
looking for new ideas, and the competition for people with ability
and the will to work is generally keen. Back new blood. There's
always room at the top, of every step forward industry takes, there
Is always a group of human beings. The machines, wonderful as
they are, are secondary.
A lot of fun is made of the Horatio Alger story of rags to riches.
But the big thing is that it happens here. —(Kentucky Standard)
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Good Old Store

30,000,000 Graduates
It costs money to be educated. But it may not necessarily
"pay" to be educated. Those related facts emerge from two interesting pronouncements made receptly.
The first was by Earl J. McGarth, United States Commissioner
of Education, who urged that a $300,000,000 federal program to stop
the "waste of human resources in all parts of the country." The
second was made by Seymour E. Harris, Harvard economist, in his
just-published book, "The Market for College Graduates," in which
he warns that the United States is heading toward a college graduate
population of 30,000,000, but with most professional positions paying
considerably less than manual laborers' jobs.
There is much to be said for an enlarged scholarship system,
whether public or private, to make higher education available for
real talent rather than merely for privilege.
But Professor Harris' statistics indicate the danger of putting
too great an emphasis on mere quantity. We are not wholly convinced by his dire picture of an oversized and frustrated intelligentsia, with three college graduates available for every job commensurate with their training. But we are impressed by some of the
solutions he offers—especially a broadcast of the facts' to American
youth and a greater emphasis on the noneconomic 'aspects of education.
For if any more young people of talent are to be given the
Advantages of college training, they must recognize clearly that they
are being educated for a way of life and not merely a way of earning a living. They must recognize the hazards of being educated,
And its compensations in values other than monetary. Quantitative
Increase in educational opportunities must be balanced by qualitative progress in educational thinking. Thirty million graduates
—(Christian Science Monitor)
could be wrong.
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ILECTIUC
WATER SYSTIM

Au can enjoy cooking on the
automatic electric range that has
replaced the oldcook-stove which
required constant attention ..•
and even then burnt half the pie
Are you alternately scalded and
frozen by the rusty dribble from
an outmoded water heater?
There's an automatic electric
water heater to suit every tam*
The endless buckets of water
that the whole family pumped
and toted now'appears at the
turn of a tap.

Mother does the laundry by
flicking a switch.

"There's lots more to tell you•••

There's plenty of eye -saving
light available for every room—
from lamps or ceiling fixtures
that fit any purse.

C.
"NM

MOW

The hay that broke the farmer's
back now moves from rack to
barn effortlessly—with the help
of the same electricity that c-

ticoh•

it in the mow.

Throw away that hot watel
-,bpttle with its two temperatures
...too hot or too cold... and
with its devastating habit of
coming open in the bed. Relax
under the easing warmth of an
electric heating pad.

_
.HAY

WASHIR

but someone else may want to use the
PARTY LINE"
It's thoughtfulness like this that makes your party
line neighbors thoughtful of you. It allows others
to call and frees the line for incoming calls.
MANY of our ctsstimsers desire diffeArnt types
of service which are not generally available
now -such as individual line or two-party line
service. We have a record of all such applications and we're working hard to provide Ike
cables and central office equipment necessary
to turrsish else desired service as soon as possible.
11011T1111111111 Sell IfillIPSONI ANC 6111.11011•011 COMPANY

In the home and on the farm electricity
Is doing the work, yet this hard-working service costs our average family
less than a pack of cigarettes a cloy.

women who
Your friends and neighbors—the men and and expeskills
work for this company—are using their
your
item in
rience to make electricity the smallest
5
for
lini°1
_
family budget. Electricit doss so much...

Kentucky Utilities Co.

Soaso,8110,
'
,Pile at
tilt
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lone Finds Traces
Df Nt:olithie Ruuiu
Foggia, Italy --(AP)--- War experiences have led a young British professor to Important archaeological discoveries in southeastern Italy. Prof. John Bradford, 31, of Oxford University
(Pitt Rivers Museum) was a Royal Air Force pilot during World
War II. In his flights over the
Gargano
. 1,, tt..th , •I frac-

,unty Agent's
Column

News representing lives,
dreams and amoitions of those
who made up the populace of hopes,
Princeton and Caldwell county almost
40
years
ago
recorded
nowhere but in the yellowed files of TwiceBy R. A. Mabry
A-Week Leader of those years will
be
a.s a regular Leader
feature, The articles are reproducedpublished
just as the Princeton ream, of interest in poll test- porters. shortls after the turn of the century.
wrote them.
ate the local soils testing June 1, 1928. Miss Mary Loftus June 12, 1928. Wednesday of
tory has been put into (Mei- entertained the members of The last week, members of the Fanthe importance of taking Monday Night Bridge Club
mplea properly should be week. Four tables of bridge last cy Work Club were delightfully
were entertained in the home of Mrs.
oliasized as taking samples arranged.
Prizes were awarded J. T. McDonald. Dainty needle1y determines whether corwork was the order of the day
results can be gotten from
test.
until about 9:30 p. m., when they
• • •
is or areas in fields that
were served a delicious salad
La productivity, or which Those playing were the Misses course
fertilized
.een cropped or
Liana Lamb, Lucille Buttermore,
• ••
differently in the recent
Anna
Maud Cunningham, Virgie Members present were: Mesould be sampled separate- Barnett,
Mildred Eblen, Rose dames J. L. Small, Ray Baker,
Emma Koltinsky, Mary Loftus, Eugene Young, Emma Koltinsky,
ri each uniform or area in
Rosalind Roach and Messrs. Hil- Henry Terry, R. W. Lisanby and
equal
amount
of
an
take
.1,
lery
Barnett, Claude Koltinsky,
places
distribut10
to
.,an 8
J. 0. Hardin, Jack Lisman, Rob- Miss Matie Bond.
• • •
If
you
don't
area.
the
ert Jacob and Robert Parsley.
June 15, 1928. Mrs. J. H. Wat, soil auger (the moat tata •.
son is the guest of her sister, Mrs.
tool for sampling sdil), June
I, 1928. Marion Catlett, Grace Winstead
spade. Remove 'grass and Carl
Olschewski and .
Rogers
and
William
McCasMr.. Olschewski, at their home
Make an opening to the lin caught a
nice
mess
of fish at at San Francisco, Calif.
depth with one straight the dam
• ••
yesterday.,
, from which remove a slice
•• •
June 19, 1928. Mr. and Mrs.
uniform width and thick- June
5, 1928. Mrs. F. B. Ferrell Robert Morgan and the children
from top to bottom.
choosing the places for and son, Dudley, of Dallas, will have returned from a pleasant
avoid spots that are not arrive in a few days for a visit motor trip to the Blue Grass secMrs. Ferrell's mother, Mrs. tion of the State.
.ntative, such as place,s to
Mattie Dudley, of North Jefferstraw or haystacks recent- son
••
St.
•
June 29, 1928.
Mr. and Mrs.
stood, or near a row if, fer• • •
, was applied in the row June 8, 1920. Willard Moore Arch Martin, of the Eddyville
Pike, are the proud parents of a
or near a highway has gone to Shawnee,
to fine'baby boy, born Wednesday
the soil may be affected spend the summer with Okla.,
limestone dust blown from ily of L. E. Babcock. the fam- morning, June 27.
highway. Put the soil from
• • a
different places together, mix low it to dry. Don't dry it over' June 3, 1928. Mr. C. R. Davis
and
family, of New Castle, Ind.,
11, and remove about one-half a stove or furnace. Place it in a
t from the sample to be sent clean container and label it prop- , Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Davis and
the county agent's office. erly. Take the samples, preferab- 'little daughter, Dorothy Ann, of
I this out in a place where ly, when the soil is not too wet Duncan, Miss., spent a ?ew days
last week in Calhoun, Ky., with
not be disturbed and al: to plow,
their sister, Mrs. W. D. Goodloe,
and family.
- • •
June 3, 1928. Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Moore, Misses Carwin Cash
and Ruth Litchfield and Messrs.
Edwin' Koltinsky and Postmaster W. E. Jones will leave for a
motor trip to Tampa, Miami and
SATURDAY, NOV. 12.
other points in Florida, tomorWe hope to have the best sale ever beginning
row.
at 10:30 A. M., rain or shine.
$2 if they don't sell - $10 if they do sell.

Main Street Car Exchange
Aucticn Co.

FOR SALE!
A good 200-acre farm near Confederate; fine and - good timber; 7room dwelling; Three good barns;
electricity; tobacco base.

50 acres

creek bottom.

Sale Price
$10,750

Mr. George Powell and Mr. Billie Adams were in Paducah Wednesday night.
Mr. Melvin Fralick and son,
Jerry, are vacationing in Florida.
Mrs. Cora McNeeley and daughter spent last week-end with Mr.
and Mrs. George Franklin.
Mr. Robert Powell, Leon Powell, Wesley Grimes and Adrian
P'Pool attended the show Saturday night.
Mr. and Mrs. J. 0. Beshears are
in Hot Springs, Ark., where Mr.
Beshears is under the care of a
doctor.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie. Stallins
visited Mrs. Dewey P'Pool Sunday.
Billie Nichols was in town Saturday.
Mr. Cline Stallins visited Mr.
George Franklin Saturday.
Mr. George Powell was in
Nashville, Tenn., Sunday night
with Mr. and Mrs. Frank Franklin.
Mr. and Mrs. ceorge Franklin,
Mrs. Cora McNeeley and daughter, Mollie, and Mrs. Hester Powell' were in the Sugar Creek community Sunday.
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Priscillas
Whites &
Pastels
es
esesluxe features
nD
9" wide ruffles
pre-shrunk full-
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A,V-------'
White, Green, Blue,
Peach

Topcoats
For Juniors
COVERT - TWEEDS

100 High Priced Coats
010k- 'to
, . \.,
..:._
Etitire StockPLUS OUR

ka.
\g,

Genuine Donegal Tweeds or
SmOoth Covert. Extra length
in sleeves, bottom for letout. Treated to shed water.
Quilted rayon sleeve lining,

•

To Go

$298

10
matcWith
hciangp

,—

(None Held Back)

$990
.......

Tomorrow!
Women's Outing

$1

Gowns

AT

Plastic Drapes
0

$330

.
\

PR.
Wahsable. Just wipe with
damp cloth. All Colors —
Full Size.

S

Why Sleep Cold
When These Are So Cheap
.
IMI111111111111111011111111111111111111EN

Nylon Slips

• Lavish Fur Trims
• Broadcloths
•Gabardines
Coverts
These May Be
Purchased on
•Sheen Gabs
•Zip Out Linings
Our Lay-Away
Plan
• And Others
(But All Sales Final)
All Wool

-,

Part Wool 72 x 84
Double Pair
BLANKETS
....

d

r. ,. . _. . „:„. .t.
i

o

-- ---°-----

Crisp nylon crepe
Free Alterations
lace trimmed.
White & Colors
Don't miss this "Once in a Lifetime" great
s,32 ea
',
1
coat buy! These won't last long so be here
;
7:
-- To
\'.........40
2°
early! We'll have extra sales people to
help you!
sionadmhollMMIIIINININIIIIMM1111111
s.NI

98c

tiva
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Sr
sateen Bound
Blue, Rose, Green, Maize
SHEET BLANKET $1.59

FIRST TIME IN PRINCETON!

BATH MAT SETS
Bath Mat & Lit Cover

Foam Latex Pillows!
BLANKET LINED JACKETS

50% wool
50 % cotton

$329
.

Sanforized Blue Denim
Sizes 30-46

Chenille Robes
Wonderfully warm
and so easy to wash
12 to 44
.

$333

%
White, Blue, peach,
Green, Geranium

with slide fastener safety cover.
4 Just the thing for hay fever,
•
a
asthma sufferers.
Try One and You'll Buy One.

ON SALE TOMORROW'
•
Genuine Axminister
Rugs
While Only 50 Last!
Beautiful Tone on Tone
All Wool Face $266
27" x 48"
.

In Heavy $1 00
Chenille

90

$

.

Purchase
Remember That
Two Weeks
Drapeyof
Ago?
We still have some left
And while it lasts
we're going to close it
out at

SET
All Colors. Compare
This One
atillIMMININ
Don't Misss This One

Dan River
Woven Dress Fabrics
In 3 to 10 yd. short lengths

N,, ,
, ..

at
b

YD
Formerly to $2.98 yd

k.

,

ele ,aas
-.
--"
"
.2ts-----.-

Drapery and Upholstery Fabrics

55c

Red, Blue, Burgundy Beige,Rose from the world's most famous
YD.
k Found in the cities at much higher mills including Burlington Mills
Sanforized-mercerized
prices. Shop at Home and Save!
and Chas. Bloom!
Make an eight dollar dress
27" x 52" and 36" a 60" 54.44
for less than two.

AND LOOK AT THIS! FIRST TIME IN' PRINCETON'
Penney's Exclusive Checkout Of The Year!
Whito gda,rall awl eiSleaal as man. am*

..•

ORIOLE!

.....„...z..,
--, -IN

.... .*1...,.„,
. (writ
all
I

Steel Venetian Blinds

f ri3Ork HEAD

IIII
MI
.111

mu_.,
Genuine Top Grade 1st Quality (Remember you'll
$29so
of"
find no seconds at Penney's)
N,
Mill
mot
fLociBti
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED FEATURES:
we
lel
'Flexible Steel Slats
. * Baked On Enamel
mit
MEI C't St.AIS
* Bonderized - Galvanized
'Famous Name Tapes
. ,.1 4
* Modern Facia Head
EACH
* Custom Sizes Ordered
III
Bring Your Measurements (inside or outside window casing)
All Sizes
Ready to hang — complete with fixtures!
24" to 36"
IN '...
,I.
All 64" Long
0

wite• ,Rik,

TAKE A LOOKI TAKE A RIDEI
'
YOU'LL TAKE IT AWAYI

Tuts is our very cordial invitation

to you to come in and drive this
amazing new 1950 Studebaker.
Take it out. Try it out. You've never
experienced the like of the ride, the
handling ease, the sure-footed safety,
the brilliant all-around performance

of this aerodynamic new style star.
America is buying this low, long,
alluring 1950 Studebaker faster than
any new car Studebaker ever introduced before. Come in. Get behind the
wheel of a new 1950 Studebaker and
get the driving thrill of your lifetime!

Phone 2053

BUY 'EM HANG'EM SAME DAY!

THAT'S
RIGHT
_

—

(Easy to Shorten

_It's PENN FANi's
\
‘

of
but

• occupant woke up and chased
downstairs. He ouched in
a closet, where the f • txs found
I blow
him. Then came th
When he stood up • Hok fell
down. They were weat,.,.., with
o tax
$8.10 in small change
collections stolen from t ,
taurant.
tri

stores) coat stock has been
During the past six weeks (the height of the coat shipping season) our entire company's (1600
to drastically reduce
compelled
been
has
"frozen" due to a truckers strike. Now that the strike is settled the warehouse
values! We bought
$69.75
to
$39.75
all
They're
its prices to quickly liquidate its stock and force the sale of these coats.
'em cheap! We're going to sell them cheap!

Grebes are usually called "dabchicks," "dildappers," "hell divers" and "Water witches." They
are diving birds related to the
loon family.

A. WOODALL INS. AGENCY

)
(
.rAftit,)1111,1:.
‘s,

ec of
rnentit)lit

. ,. . ._ _
.
i
SP C , t_tistoli\puRc AS 1

FREE BARBECUE
At Auto Auction

Dawson Road

Page Three
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Pleasant Grove
This nice weather is being enjoyed, although Jack Frost has
turned some greens to browns.
Corn is being gathered or the
ground gone over. There is not
much corn to be picked.
Sunday School had 45 present.
Prayer meeting, conducted by Mr.
R. W. Wyatt, was greatly enjoyed. Sunbeams had eight present
and G. A's, three present.
Thursday, Mesdames L. W.
Rogers, Press Lilly, Denzil Fuller,
Leslie Ladd, Zora Wilson, Gertie Cortner and Miss Nola Wilson

PERSIMMON MENACE
Washington
Al-')(
— The
Citizens Association of Anacostia, a section in southeastern
Washington, is petitioning the
District of Columbia government
to do something about fruit falling from persimmon trees planted along three streets.
"Have you ever stepped on
one?" asked Mrs. Carrie Smith,
first vice president.

elean
says
Davis,
In addition to the completely
wasted chances, a large percentage -nt the crippled which occur
each season are due to this
"straining the gun," points out
to hold their fire until the game
is well within range."
Toughest shots on which to
judge distance are those over
open water or when birds are
flying directly overhead.
A courtesy code for duck hunters has been prepared by the
Badger State Sportsmen's Club
of La Crosse, Wis. Here it is: •
I. Be under cover when the
shooting starts so you won't scare
the bires.
2. Avoid bright colors and solid
black in clothing and equipment.
3. If you find someone in the
blind you fussed with all week,
don't go to war. Remember, the
first guy there gets the blind.

ind Full Flocks

ILLNElss artist
Uneco, Fla. — (Apj
Matte fever mad/.
sible for Burdett,
,
has substituted
cattle.,
The 10-year-old
fifth ,
dent had the illness
wi
six, and it left him
a
murmur which ruled
although he still
them. He's also a Cub
ing on his Bear
Badge
He has raised
steel.
tively" with other fel,
faimly before but now
ing a solo with a 540
-poked
deen Angus steer,
lolaurels in 4-H Club
wort
4. Stay at least
100 mil
the nearest hunter to
avoid
the nearest hunter to avoid
open-forum discussions
dver
shot what bird.
5.1f another
hunter sto%
of your cripples
for yak,
him and pay him
back%
he spent on your bird.

By Jim Becker'
New York — There are more
ucks this season.
Reports received by Ducks Ununited here bear out earlier preictions that sportsmen's favor'te waterfowl this fall are more
lentiful throughout the nation
met for mission study. Mrs. Erhan for some years.
nest Lacy, Hugh McGowan and
Most spectacular increases are
WayIon Rogers were present in
n Minnesota and North Dakota.
the afternoon.
lunters in those states had little
birthday dinner of Mr. Emery
lifficulty bagging a limit on opSeveral from here attended the
ning days. However, the ducks
Keller's at Cerulean October 30,
ecame more wary as the season
in honor of his birthday. Present
STOMACH SUFFERERS
wore on.
were Mr. R. W. Keller, Anna
,
GET AMAZING RELIEF
In the Atlantic flyway, keltand Betty, of Cadiz; Mr. and
The HARVEY STOMACH Lee
Mrs. Otho Keller, Dawson
rs in New Brunswick and Maine
TREATMENT goes further
ound a large increase in black
than most stomach treatments Springs.
Others were Mr. and Mrs. Merl
uck.
on the market today. It is made
With the waterfowl season conup of four different medicines. Keller and Wayne, Mr. John Kelinuing in the last group of states
One of the main ingredients is ler, Mr. and Mrs. Clint Ladd, Mr.
Chester Keller, Mr. and Mrs. Ratntil Jan. 7, and well into Decembelladonna.
er in many more, hunters have
We guarantee this wonderful liff Rogers, of Pleasant Grove,
eon cheered by news that cold
medicine to relieve ulcer pains, Miss Carletta Keller and Mrs.
weather already has arrived in
and that acid, gassy, belchy, Walker Whitesides, of Nashville,
orthern breeding grounds.
nervous and lack of pep feel- Tenn., Mr. and Mrs. Guy LewelWILDCAT SPILLED BY WISCONSIN:. Back Johnny Miller (42) of Northwestern is spilled and comes
Weather is an important factor
ing. Compare its price with lyn; Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Keller;
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Hart, and down on the flat of his back in first period at Evanston, Ill., Saturday by Center Bob Wilson (53) of in duck hunting since the birds
other stomach preparations.
Wisconsin.
He
made
two-yard
a
identifiable
Other
gain.
players:
Northwestern—Ji
m Parsegian have a tendency to remain north
Start this treatment today --- children, Harold Cleo and Charntil cold weather takes over.
there is no need to suffer. Ask les, of Cobb; Mr. and Mrs. Rich- (68), guard, and Tackle Steve Sawle (74); Wisconsin—Back Ed Withers (11). Wisconsin won 1441
e birds also move about more
your druggist for Harvey Tab- ard Hart and Joby, of Prince- (AP Photo)
ton; Mr. and Mrs. Garland Hart,
in cold weather, giving more
lates. SOLD ONLY AT
Sidney Bryant and Marilyn; Mr.
'COPS
FEMININE
GO
Marie and Bobby, Haribony; Mr.
hunters a shot at them. For the
WOOD DRUG STORE
Chicago — (AP)-- You can tip last
and Mrs. 4. W. Stewart, Mrs. and Mrs. Walter Goodwin and
two years the weather has
Rodney; Mr. and Mrs. Guy
your hat to a lot of cops in a lot been mild in the breeding grounds
P'Pool; Mr. and Mrs. Bud Rogof places these days.
area until very late in the camers, and Mr. and Mrs. Emery KelThe International City Manag- paign, which may have kept the
ler.
eiTeovd
ea
n y,
0
ers Association says there now birds warm but also heated up
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Haile and
are 1,064 policewomen, not hunters' dispositions.
'claotck,exactly, every.
Charlotte spent Saturday night
This year, blue-winged teal,
counting matrons and sehool
Washington -- (AP) —
and Sunday with the Wallace
one will pause from
the
first
species
to
migrate.
crossing
guards,
in
U.
S.
cities
of
tary
of Agriculture Brannan anOdens and Sunday night with
The guy who bangs away at
daily activities, to pay
nounced a 1950 burley tonacco more than 10,000 populations.
the Waylon Rogers.
Largest numbers are in Pitts- every black speck in the sky
homage to those who
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh McGowan production program calling upon burgh (166), New York
(and
on
his
glasses)
is
ruining a
(154),
and son recently visited Mr. and growers as 'a whole to plant 10 Detroit and Los Angeles (72 lot of duck hunting trips for himgave their lives in two
Mrs. Finis Witherspnon, Prince- per cent fewer acres than they each).
self and others. And he wastes
great wars, that the
ton.
a lot of ammunition besides.
did this year.
endum
held
to
16
be
Nov.
on
the
rest of us might LIVE I0
Mrs. Arden Higdon visited in
"These fellows think a game
The entire 10 per cent cut in
burley producing states. These long as they can identify
Evansville last week.
it as
acreage will be borne, however,
enjoy the privilege of
are Kentucky, Ohio, Indiana, bird is within shooting
range as
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Rogers and by farms which had 1949 allotMissouri, Kansas, Virginia, West such," says Henry
peace and democracy.
P. Davis, who
Mr. Will Baker visited Mrs. Ber- ments of more than nine-tenths
Virginia, North Carolina and reajly should
be happy about
ry Arvin, who is very ill at her of an acre. each. Crop control
Tennessee.
such things since he works for
home near Hopkinsville Sunday. law forbids any reduction of
Brannan set the 1950 national Remington
Arms which makes
farms
with
an
allotment
of
nineA moment's pause once a year. is not much. But if 111
Mr. Aubrey Croft and family
marketing quota of 496,000,000 much of
the ammunition.
visited Mr. Herman Thomas and tenths of an acre or less.
pounds. This year's was 545,000,- 'When
moment, we all resolve to strive unceasingly for adheres
they see the bird they
Brannan said the effect of the
family in Hopkinsville Sunday.
000 pounds. Growers would be blast away
until the gun is empto the democratic principles for which our soldiers died ..,
Mr. and Mrs. Denzil Crowe and program would be to require the free to sell all they grow on their
ty. Some duck hunters get ex- I
Mrs. Ratliff Rogers. The group larger farms—those with 1941 al- individual acreage allotments, reand if we practice those principles—without compromise cited and can't wait but most of
lotments
of
more
than
ninePaul spent Sunday with Mr. and
gardless of whether the total pro- them just
can't
1950
acreages
judge
an
average
of
distances.
without relaxation . . . then perhaps, we shall have give
about
called at Miss Nola Wilson's in
duction on thine allotments ex- Besides
wasting excellent chantenths of an acre—to reduce their
the afternoon.
ceeded the national marketing ces by
purpose to their ,urpreme sacrifice.
this shooting at impossible
15 per -cent.
Ruota.
Mrs. Carl Rogers visited her
ranges, these hunters ruin shots
Burley supplies are the largest
Sales from excess acreages foe more
mother, Mrs. Henry Taylor, in on
record. There is no prospect,
experienced' and effiwould be subject to a penalty tax cient
Cadiz Sunday.
department officials said, of any
hunters who know enough
Mr. Claud Storms is having increase in market demands, in equal to 40 per cent of the 1949
"Often the shot that strike;
crop. The penalty on excess sales these
his dwelling remodeled.
the year ahead.
cripples is not from the
year's
cents
this
is
from
18
crop
Misses Irene Rogers, Joan
edge of a shot pattern nor a stray
The program calls for marketpound.
a
Storms and Robbie Storms visited planting allotments. The 1950 nashot, but is a pellet that has tray- ,
Burley has been sold under elled so far
Miss Betty Storms Saturday tional acreage allotment was set
that the shocking and
night. It was the latter's birth- at 421,500 acres, or 10 per cent marketing quotas in all of the penetrating powers necessary
for
years.
last
10
day.
less than the 468,300 allotted for
Prices of the 1950 crop will be
Mr. Elvin Dunning, Mr. and the 1949 crop.
Mrs. Otho Storms and children,
The national allotment will be supported at 90 per cent of pari(Incorporated)
Mrs. Grace Dunning, Mr. and divided among individual farms ty (a price the Agriculture DeW. 7th St. at Cleveland Ave. HOPKINSVILLE Phone 115
Mrs. Cortez Dunning, went to in accordance with crop control partment calculates is equally
fair to farmers and consumers)
Kentucky Lake Sunday. Mr.
Claud Storms and family visited
Marketing quotes can be ap- providing growers approve quoplied, however, only if they are tas. There would be no support
approved by at least two-thirds program if growers reject quotas.
In event quotas are approved,
of the growers voting in a referprice support will be limited to
in Madisonville Sunday.
growers planting within their
Mr. Otho Storms and children acreage allotments.
and Mr. and Mrs. Cortez DunIn the Nov. 28 referendum,
ning recently enjoyed a fish fry growers will vote on whether
at the home of Mrs. Grace Dun- they favor quotas for 1950 alone,
nirig. Messrs. Willie and Tommie or for the 1950, 1951 and 1952
Teear were also present.
crops.
Bring your car in today
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Ladd and
In a similar 1946 referendum,
sons visited Mr.. and Mrs. Wal- 95.9 per cent of the 135,326 burand [lave it
lace Oden Sunday afternoon.
ley growers voting favored quotas
Mr. and Mrs. Cortez Dunning on the 1947, 1948 and 1949 crops.
and Mrs.'Grace Dunning visited
Mrs. R. B. McAilster and family
About 137 per cent of Austria is
in Hopkinsville recently.
covered by forests, mostly spruce.

U.S. Orders 10
Per Cent Cut In
Burley Growing

Let

our competent

me-

chanics give it a thor- •
ough

check-up.

You'll

be grateful this winter.

Zerex
Zerone
Anti-Freeze
Firestone Tires
Firestone Batteries
As a token of friendship,

And all kinds of accessories for making

buy a box of

Exquisite beauty . . . exceptional warmth are incorporated within the Springfield. They're truly blankets
to be treasured .
luxuriously warm and georgeous in
color. Feel the soft, smooth texture . .. you'll want to
cuddle in its cozy warmth.

your

more pleasant.

Seat Covers - Tailored to Fit.

Spot Lights - Back-Up Lights Radips - Firestone Accessories

These candies are made of the finest quality

For

Driving Lights

protecting the paint from winter weather we have specialists to wash'

ingredients and careful skill used in creating their

and Flasticote

distinctive flavors have long made them the one
gift to express your sweetest thoughts.

Come

in today - you're invited to try our service
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Women Control Most 0
The Nation's Wealth

a e Five

Ky. Farm News

NO HANDICAP
Cleveland -- (AP) - - Mae
Speedis, Cleveland Browns end
who twice has won the All-American Conference pass-receiving
championship, not only suffered
a crippling hip bone disease as a
child, but he's very near-sighted.
Says he can't see the ban until
just before it gets to him — 80
maybe he fools the defense by
fooling himself. He also claims
that night games and bright sunlight are a hinderance. Speedie's
vision is so poor that he always
sits down close at movies.

Uses Trench Silo

For Surplus Feed

Shelby county homemakers
To be sure of filling his two
ordered 37,000 bulbs of hya- large
silos, W. J. Foster of Daviess
cinths,
daffodils,
crocuses, tulips county planted 50 acres
By Clarke Beach
They were all metal
to a mixcoins
and
—
regal lilies for fall Planting. ture of
wardtington — Those rectangu- gold eagles
corn, soybeans and cane.
(worth $10) and fracMercer county farmers sowed Each
lar green pieces of paper you tions of eagles, silver
silo holds about 340 tone.
dollars and
between 3,500 and 4,000 acres of When
one was filled, it was apcarry in your pocketbook are just fractions of dollars and
copper
vetch.
any
poplar
as
commodity
parent, said Farm Agent John E.
about as
cents and half cents.
J.
H.
Sowders,
manager
today.
of the McClure, that Foster had more
When proud
The Federal Government
el the world
didn't
Harlan County Farm, is having feed than apace. He decided on
oId nations knuckled under and turn out any paper money until
a
50-birci
laying
house built, a trench silo for temporary stordevaluated their currencies to the Civil War,
when "greenequipped with running writer, age, buying snow fencing and
make them worth less in terms of backs" were first issued.
Banks
lights and community-nests.
paper to store 175 to 200 tons of
the American dollar, the young operating under federal or state
It irs estimated that more than feed.
American greenback really came charters issued notes as
currency
5,000 acres were seeded to fescue
Farmers in Todd county are
—and much of the paper
into its own.
eventuin Hart county this fall, a large finding that the liberal use of In
Once upon a time it "wasn't ally became badly depreciated
addition, he has an abundance
in
portion of it to be sowed to Lad- fertilizer and lime plus a sowing of
fall and winter pasture.
worth a Continental." That was value.
ino
clover
in
the
spring.
of
fescue
and Ladino clover will
,,on the Continental Congress
There was a great hullabaloo
Laurel county last year pro- provide' a cash income from seed
„.ned out 210,000,000 on printing when the government
made
duced
3,241,583
pounds
of
to- crops and furnish an abundance
presses during the American Rev- greenbacks legal tender,
1 SEE A VERY HEALTHY
requirbacco which sold for $1,588,366.
of pasture, said Assistant Farm
Aition. In terms of gold and ing that they be accepted
FUTURE
in payIn
Menifee
county, Paul Mot- Agent D. Russell Rowland. He
, r nation's money, the Con- ment of debts. People are inclinFOR YOU!
ley and Henry Pieratt have begun cited the case of George Harrison,
ntal dollars were worth only ed to be. distrustful of paper
NATURALLY!
the installation of complete wat- who has been improving the
ICA i
action of their lace value.
money, and even today folks S Elt51AN TA ES TOP N
I DRINK PLENTY
. Admiral le orrest • Sherman e
er systems in their homes.
becomes
c
of
re
naval
rug-down
farm
he
bought
some
he dollar got on its feet when don't like to handle it in some operations at Washington in a reenactment of a swearing in ceremony
OF VITAMIN PACKED
at the Pentagon. The bath
Almost 1,000 cows in Nelson years ago. To build up a 20-acre
gress, after the Constitution towns in our western states.
is administered by Rear Adm. George L. Russell (right), navy judge advocate. Witnesses
MILK PRODUCED SY
county
will
are
be
Adm.
artificially
bred
pasture,
he
bought
lime,
fertilizbeen adopted, established the
But the dollar managed to hold Louis E. Denfeld (second from left), the man Sherman succeeds, and Navy
Secretary Francis Matt- this year.
er and seed for $650. As a result,
PRINCETON CREAMERY
ent monetary system in 1792. its own in relation to gold and hews. (AP Wirephoto)
Clayton Saylor, Bell county he sold 3,900 pounds of cleaned
Congre,s began coining dollars at the mighty British pound.
4-Her, has bought his third fescue seed and 850 pounds
of
Through most of our history the
the Pluladelphia mint in 1793.
brood of 300 chicks this year.
Ladino seed for a total of $1,400.
pound has been worth about UK Vocal Clinic
In Ballard county river-bottom
$4.8g. After the first World War Draws 200 Teachers
corn that was sprayed from the Clark county for the Louisville
it began to slip. In 1920 the
Approximately 200 of the state's
air with 2,1-D after it was in fat cattle show and sale.
pound was worth only $3.66. It music teachers last week were
tassel is practically free of weeds.
was back to its normal $4.86 by given a preview of music to
L. E. Day of Grant county tebe
1930. But in 1932 it dropped to used by the 1950 All-Kentucky
ports the birth of twin heil'er
FIRE
its lowest point up to that time, Chorus at the first annual stateBy Clarke Beach
ters to establish contacts arid ob- calves from a cow artificially
to $3.50 in U. S. money.
INSURANCE
Washington — American de- tain information.
wide vocal clinic sponsored by
sired, the dam herself being the
1141.14114.,
Then it fluctuated wildly. In the University of Kentucky. Re- fense plans are by no means conCreation of the Inter-American offspring of artificial insemina1934 it reached the highest val- cordings of the music were play- fined to the North Atlantic area board was decided upon in the tion.
CALL 81
ue of which the Federal Reserve ed and clfscussed by Lara Bos- nor to cooperation only with the dark hoar when the Axis powMembers of Negro homemakMARK CUNNINGHAM, Apt
System has a record, $5.03. In sard, assistant director of the North Atlantic Pact nations.
ers were a 'threat- to the -securi- ers- clubs in Christian and Todd
Complete Insurance ServoCe
1941 it sold for $4.03, and that Fred Waring Glee Club, who will
111 W. Market St.
The U. S. is working as closely ty of the Western Hemisphere. counties ordered about 8,000
was its official rate until the direct next year's All-Satte chor- as ever with the other American Its formation was directed by flower bulbs for fall planting.
recent devaluation sent it down us. Teachers were given copies Republics in mutual defense ar- the meeting of Foreign Ministers
Fifty-eight baby beeves are, bePhone 2063
Princeton, Ky.
to $2.80:
of the music and plan generally rangements. The Inter-American of the Aemriean Republics at Rio ing fed by 36 4-H club members in
The reason for the rise of the to begin rehearsals immediately. Defense Board has just been re- de Janeiro in January 1042.
If your flock isn't feeding well,
dollar in relation to the pound is
Military delegatiors from- all
organized, and it will continue
egg production suffers. Get
primarily America's new position mend, throwing other currencies indefinitely to prepare plans for the republics met in Washington
these layers eating right with
Salsbury's
Avi-Tab. It I as a creditor nation. For more off balance.
Dr.
cooperative effort in case any of and on March 30, 1942, set up
stimulates appes
than a century we bought more
The word dollar was in general the 21 American republics is at- the Inter-American Defense
titers promotes difrom the rest of the world than use before our government
Board. It has been in continuous
gestion. Use Aviadopt- tacked by an outside power.
the world bought from us. But in
Tab in the mash 10
The board has new quarters at operation ever since, with headanother
or
ed
One
it.
form
of
the
days—see layers I about 1926 we became the
2600 16th St. N. W. in Washing- quarters here.
respond! For better
word designated many kinds of ton. In it
It has drawn up a voluminous
about 60 military men
laying,more profits, I World's investment banker. Now
we have so many things that, the European currency. It came from from all the republics are at set of detailed plans for collective
try Asi-Tab.
world wants to buy that our dol- the Greek word thaler In Dutch work. Chairman of the board is defense action. The plans are sent
WOOD DRUG STORE lars
are in unprecendented de- it was the Daalder. In German it Lt. Gen. Willis D. Crittenberger, to each of the governments when
Princeton, Kentucky
former head of the U. S. Army's completed. They become bindCaribbean Defense Command. He ing after the separate governis also chairman of the military ments adopt them.
The plans have included such
advisers to the U. S. delegation
subjects as home defense units,
to the United Nations.
He has also just been named training in the detection of clandeputy representative for the destine radio transmissions, exUnited States on the Military change of air information, tranCommittee of the North Atlantic sit of military aircraft, organizaTreaty Military Organization. tion and operation of irregular
Gen. Omar Bradley is the repre- forces, supervision of telecomsentative. Sines Bradley has full munisations, protection of merduties as chief of U. S. military chant marine, security against
forces, it is assumed Crittenberg- sabotage, production of strategic
er will be a key man in the new materials, anti-submarine defense
and inter-American transportajob.
The technical work of drawing tion.
up military plans is handled by a
When the Axis was defeated,
staff under the direction of an- the board immediately began
other American Maj. ten. Robert long-range plans for mutual deL. Walsh, U. S. Air Force. Walsh fense against any other aggres21st & Madison Sts.
Hopkinsville, Ky.
is also chairman of the Cana- sors. The emphasis has been on
dian-United States Defense Com- standardization of army and
mission and of the Joint United technical equipment and on uniStates-Brazil Defense Commis- formity of organization.
sion.
Late in 1945 the board began
0411.111
The Inter-American Defense to consider the matter of reorBoard has been in the business ganization on a permanent bas4
/1
of preparing plans for multi-na- is. Such a reorganization was di••••
ss.
tional defense for such a long rected by the Ninth Internationtime that its methods and accom- al Conference of American States
plishments are likely to be stud- held at Bogota, Colombia, in the
ied with considerable interest by spring of 1948. The reorganizathe men now working on North tion was completed last month.
f
Atlantic defense plans. Already
The work of the board is disome of the experts from the rected by a council of delegates,
N. Harrison St.
Phone 2819
North Atlantic group have visit- in which each nation has one
ed the Inter-American headquar- vote. The technical work, handled by the staff, is accomplishwas the taler. Spanish "piesss of
•Th
ed chiefly by four permanent
G
eight" were called dollars.
committees, designed along the
The dollar sign also was in use
lines of the Army General Staff.
before the Revolution. It is beThe committees are concerned
lieved to have designated the
with (1) plans, (2) intelligence,
Mexican peso. It was first writ(3) training and organization and
ten "Ps." Later manuscripts show
(4) logistics.
the "P" superimposed on the "S"
R•115
II
a,
which seems to be how we got
the dollar sign.
Today there are about 53 billion dollars in the world. About
28 billion of them are in circulation. Most of the rest are held in
Il
•i•
the U. S. Treasury. There they
are in the custody of Mrs. Geor.gia Neese Clark, treasurer of the
United States, whose signature
•
also appears on all paper money
If
now being produced.
Another woman, Mrs. Nellie
.0
Tayloe Ross, for 16 years has
•
4
4
s
been in charge of the manufacture
•••
of all U. S. coins. As director of
-5
the mint, she has in that time
'firr
turned out about $1,028,000,000
THAT'S
worth of metal money.
4
AN
There's another interesting f
about women an d Amerisan
money. The Institute of Life In111
surance has estimated that 70 per
cent of the nation's private wealth
is controlled by women

Defense Plans For Our
21 American Republics

Layers Must Eat
to Produce!

010
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Pilaceloot

I

Creamery

Attention
Burley Growers

See Us For

We are expectina two sets of Burley buyers
on our market this year, therefore we are discontinuing our policy of registering BURLEY tobacco.

YOUR MUD AND SNOW TIRES —
New, Used and Recaps - - - All Guaranteed.
New and Used Wheels, 15",16" and 20"

Hancock-Cooper-Harton Burley Floor

Batteries Guaranteed 18 to 36 months —

$11.50up
Princeton Tire and
Recapping Co.
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A weekend at the
BROWN is fun!
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sn't a Fall weekend at The Brown
just whet you and your "better half"
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RANDOLPH MOTORS
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Lay Away Now For Christmas

,

You'll both get a lift from the sparkle
and zest of rAnsisville-in.the.Fall. ...
You'll have a wonderful time shopping,
going to the theater and the famous
Bluegrass Room,or just taking it easy.
... And we know you% enjoy our five

Write us today about reservations,
won't you? We'd like to show you just
how well we can take care of you!
Five Splendid Restaurants including
the famous BLUEGRASS ROOM -Louisville's Nicest "Bright Spot"!

r.*,,.,.4.

Jewelers

NOItTM or BUTLER 111614

1114.0104,41/Xk

=et, MOW

WINSTEAD'S

s
••

85544

'puha*F..Mdes

Ford Trucks Cost Less because

famous restaurants and The Brown's
traditionally fine service.

THE

BROWN

HOTEL

Louisville's Largest and Finest
Five Floors Air-Conditioned All the Year 'Round
Harold K. Harter,

Managing Director

..41.1117C
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Thursday, November

Mrs. Howard MeGough is
spending several clays this week
in Owensboro.
The Princeton Rose and Gal Mr. C. N. Rollins and Mr. WilMist Barbara ChB., Evansville,
den Club met Thursday, Nov. 3,
at George Coon Library. Mrs. liam Seaton were in Hopkins- Ind., spent Wednesday with her
Henry Sevison, president, pre- ville last Wednesday on business. parents, Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell
NOTE: Please call No, 2141 and cove Items for Oils page to whoever answet
the ohOns•
to •spedlte h•ndlIng
sided.
of the news.
Gale, son of Mr. and Mrs. C. ChM near Fredonia.
Mrs. Shell Smith received the N. Rollins, underwent a minor
Mr. and Mrs. H. Jennings Goza,
blue ribbon for her Thanksgiving operation at Princeton Hospital Nashville, Tenn., spent last weekIn The Country
Littlefield - Eli
Benefit Bridge
arrangement of flowers.
November 7. He has returned to end with her parents, Mr. and
Squelch of mud on the road,
Mesdames J. L. Schwab and H.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert LittleMrs. Charles Geiger, retiring his home on Dawson road, and Mrs. W. C. Sparks, Eddyville
Wind and rain in the trees,
field, Princeton, announce, the W. Nichols will be co-hostesses to president, gave a report of the his condition is reported to be Road.
A farm cart swaying with its marriage of their daughter, a benefit bridge and bingo party meeting of the State Convention
Misses Dot Russell and Carolyn
satisfactory.
,
loadJune, to Mr. Kenneth Eli, son of at the home of Mrs. Schwab, 503 of Federated Garden Clubs of
Mrs. W. E. Davis, Paducah, Croft spent lust week-end in
1 love all these.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Eli, of Daw- Hopkinsville street, Tuesday Kentucky. The State Club in- spent Sunday night and Monday Bowling Green with Miss Lou
son Springs, Tuesday, Nov. 1, night, November 15, beginning at cludes the Blue Grass, Dogwood, with Mr. and Mrs. Herman L. Nell Russell, student at Western
Oak trees old and proud,
7:30 otock. Proceeds will go to Audubon,
Southeastern
at 2:30 p. m.
a n d Stephens and family.
state College.
Fir trees dark and tall,
The double ring ceremony was the Altar Society of St. Paul's Limestone Regions. The PrinceMrs. W. C. Sparks, Eddyville I Mr. and Mrs. D. A. Peters, CarWild Nature's voices soft and performed by the Rev. Cayce at Catholic Church. Reservations can ton club has been federated
into Road, spent several days last bondale, Ill., spent last week-end
loud—
be made until Monday noon by the Dogwood Region.
his home in HopkinsvUle.
week in Nashville, Tenn., with with relatives here.
!love them all.
There are 85 federated clubs in her daughter, Mrs. Jennings Goza,
The couple was accompanied by phoning Mrs. Schwab, 2498, or
Misses Nancy Stowers and Mary
Kentucky, with a membership and Mr. Goza.
Miss Mattie Pettit, of Princeton, Mrs. Nichols, 2497.
Elizabeth Mills spent last weekSunlight on the grass,
of 2,345.
and Mr. Morty Sintons, Jr., of
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Carter, end in Paducah, where they vis.Twilight down the lane,
Dawson Springs.
Murray, spent last week-end with ited Miss Mills' parents, Mr. and
Country
Club
Dance
Sights and sounds that swiftly
For her wedding, the bride
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Euen Mrs. Russell Mills.
There will be an "old-fashion- Mrs. Lester Hostess
pass,
•
chose a suit of dark blue with ed" square dance at the PrinceFarmer and Mr. and Ms. Clifton
Mr. J. B. Lester returned WedTo come again.
To
Joy
Class
black accessories and wore a ton Country Club Saturday
Carter. Mr. Carter is a student at nesday from San Francisco, Calif.,
—Margaret Wytner
Mrs. H. C. Lester was hostess Murray State
where he attended the American
College.
night, November 12, beginning at
to members of the Joy Class of
Mrs. Glenn Spahn, Ottawa, Bankers Association convention.
9 p. m., for club members. No ad- the First
Christian Church at her Canada, is visiting her
mother, He also visited other points in
mission will be charged.
home on North Jefferson street Mrs. Shell
Smith, Eddyville Road. the West and in Canada.
Thursday night, November 10. Mesdames
Spahn, Smith and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. W. Orbie MitchServing as co-hostess with Mrs. Owen Ingram
Mrs. Arnold Hostess
spent Wednesday ell, Frpnkfort, spent several days
Lester were Mrs. Glenn Owen and in Hopkinsville
To Baptist Group
.
this week with his parents, Mr
Mrs. Lernah Hopper.
Messrs. hey and Howard Mc- and Mrs. Hyland Mitchell, High-,
The Lottie Moon Circle of the
A Christmas party was plan- Gough are in Chicago
First Baptig Church met at the
this week land Avenue.
ned for December, at which time on business.
home of Mi-v. J. C. Arnold, MadiMr. Dow Morse, Louisville I
sonville, Tuesday night, Nov. 1, husbands of class members will
be guests. A food sale was also
with 10 members and three visheld at the local Kentucky Utiliitors present.
planned for November 19, to be
The devotional was given by
Mrs. W. E. Willis. Miss Melville ties office. The class also voted to
Young had charge of the program, give $25 to the church building
assisted by Mrs. William Larkins fund.
Mrs. W. H. Miles, class presiand Miss Mary Wilson Baker.
Present were Mesdames Lar- dents conducted the business seskins, Gordon Glenn, Claude Kol- sion, and Mrs. George Filer gave
tinsky, Willis, Alvin Lisanby, a report of the International ConBecause I have sold my home and am moving,
Mina Tom Ryan and the hostess; vention which she attended in
Misses Baker, Gwen Booker and Cincinnati, 0., recently. Mrs.
I
want
to reduce my stock. I am offering special,
Young. Visitors .were Mesdames Winnie Cherry gave thoughts on
reduced
Thanksgivin
prices on my household goods and ang
during
the
devoWilliam Arnold, Horace Arnold
tional period.
tiques.
and Ruben Arnold.
Hallowe'en games were played
The hostess served a buffet
lunch, after which the meeting after which tea and ginger cake
were served.
adjourned.
Complete stock of antiques, including furniture,
The next meeting will be held 'Attending were Mesdames W.
H. Miles, K. T. Vick, George Filglassware, china, etc. Also rugs, gas stoves and
shoulder corsage of red rosebuds. er, Clifton Prtiett, Sr., R. C. Tuck,
other items too numerous to mention.
Miss Pettit wore a suit of a Elizabeth Rogers, Lewis Boren,
shade lighter than that of the Lemah Hopper, Winnie Cherry,
bride, and with it, wore black Glenn Owen, R. T. Humphries,
accessories and a corsage of red Orland Newsom, Thomas Winters and Crider.
rosebuds.
The (Ample will make their
- -home in Evansville, Ind., where Stork Shower
tir bridegroom is employed.
Mrs. C. N. Rollins was hostess
at a "stork shower" for Mrs. EuDial 2620
Princeton, Ky.
s' Misses Amaryllis and Violet gene Rollins Saturday, Nov. 5, at
Rollins spent last week-end in her home on Dawson Road.
Evansville, Ind.
Attending were Mesdames
Owen rowder, Morris Crowder,
510 Franklin St.
Tel. 3797
James Beshear, Everett Dillingh a m, Arnold Ashby, Mettle
Morse, Flint Trotter, Francis
Sisk and Miss Lola Veal.
Gifts were sent by. Mrs. Austin
Lamb, Miss Gurtha Sisk, Misses
Violet and Amaryllis Rollins,
Mrs. Pat Crowder, Mrs. Basil
Pugh, Mrs. Neil Lewis, Mrs. Garland Bell, Mrs. Dewey Veal, all
of Princeton, and Mrs. Ed Lisenbee, of Clarksville, Tenn.
RefrAhments of chicken sandwiches, marshmallows, cookies
and milk chocolate were served
by the hostess:
,

Rose And Garden Club
Holds Rermlor Meeting

Vainenfi P

Pe4lootald,

SURE

IDEAL OLIVE SOUGHT
Davis, Calif. — (AP) -- There's
no such thing as the ideal olive,
laments Prof. H. T. Hartman of
the University of California College of Agriculture here. But he's
working on the idea. Some olives
produee good oil, but are too
small to pickle. Others make fine
pickle but are poor for oil. Some
make good pickles and good oil
too, but are "alternate producers"
that yield a good crop one year
and a poor one the next, he exhere this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Traylor
and sons, of Madisonville, spent
Tuesday here.
spent several days with relatives

10, 1949
TAILOR ON THE
MOVE
Springfield, Ill. roving tailor cuts th.
fitting the 500
Illinois Sestotw
way patrolmen.
A mobile truck
carryil,,
tailor visits each
of the
vision headquarters
on the
patrolmen gather for
month*
apection. As the need
d
the men are
measured
uniforms, shirts, cam for

plains.
Therefore 27 kinds
of
ranean olives have
been
and Hartman is grafting
tssi
about 60 California
saris*
seeks a better
all-round Witt
_

FEATURE
VALUES

IN BEDROOM FURNITURE!

You have Fire
Insurance

REDUCED

BUT

PRICES

have you enough?
Check your policies —

Play Safe -- Call Us
John E. Young Ins. Agency

c1/o4 alloade

You save money on every suite. We give
yeti
a selection of walnut, mahogany, limed oak
a
blond. You can choose from many styles i n
beds, vanitys, dressers and rob
You
to see these before you can
the ehxatvr:
values we offer.
3 Piece Suites
As Low As

*81150

SMITH'S
Furniture Store

114 E. Main

Phone 2442

Birthday Dinner
Mr's. Turner Stallins entertained with a birthday dinner Sunday,
October 30, in honor of the 71st
birthday of Mr. Stallins, which
occurred Friday, Oct. 28. Fortyfive persons we're present.
Guests were Mr. and Mrs. 1.
W. Stallins, Mr. and Mrs. John M.
Stallins, Mrs. Jennie Stallins, Mr.
Josie Lamb, Mr. and Mrs. Fred G.
Stallins, Mr. and Mrs. Hubert
Stallins, Mr. and Mrs. Lacy Burnam, Mr. and Mrs. Ira Williams,
Mrs. Alma Gladys Huff and children, Louise and James Earl, Mrs.
Elmer Glass, Mrs. 011ie Cliff and
granddaughters, Jenette and Barbara.
Mr. and Mrs. Hampton Perry,
Mr. and Mrs. Deward Stallins and
sons, John Richard and Mrs.
Garrett McKnight, of Dawson
Springs.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Linville and
children, Rebecca, Dortha Nell,
David Earl and Doris Marie and
Mrs. Leonard Hancock, and
grandson, Kenneth, of Evansville,
Ind.; Mr. Sam Hubbard, Finis
Lamb, Hubert Lee Stallins, Eugene Stallins, Woodrow Menser,
Leonard Earl Linville, Jimmie
and Hampton Perry, Jr., and Mr.
and Mrs. Turner Stallins.

The
Occasion
Dress
for half-sizers
can be slimming,
tool
No. 7513
MARTHA MANNINes

design-slim genius is
not limited to tailored
tricks! Here, an "after-five,"
horizontal-tucked dress with
circles of brilliants minimizes the
shorter, fuller figure. Black,
Cyclamen Rose, Frosted Mocha,
Forest Green Alaskan rayon crepe.

Leader Congratulates
Mr. and Mrs. Lowery Caldwell,
S. Jefferson street, on the birth
of a son, Brent Lowery, November 1, at Princeton Hospital. Mrs
Caldwell is the former Virginia
Fancher.
•
"Mr. and Ars! Clinton Allen,
Fredonia, on the birth of a son,
Dwyane Allen, October 27.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Rushing
Ingram, Stone street, on the birth
of a daughter, Carolyn Dyann,
October 29.
•.•
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Francis, Jr.,
Fredonia, Route 3, on the birth
of a daughter. She has been
named Carolyn Joyce.
• • e
Mr and Mrs. Albert Glenn
Moore, Dawson Springs, Route 3,
on the birth of a daughter, Thelma Joyce, November 6.
Mix mashed turnips and carrots
together for a flavor change; season with salt, freshly ground pepper, celery salt and a dash of
nutmeg

Proportioned sizes, 14% to 22%.

As seen in Ladies Home Journal
Value-plea
Mr Its
eloslest Meet
Other Martha 111.rwring Dresses from
••••

L
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"Princeton's Firms! Dept. Store"

r.

"ZIP DRESS"

"BUTTON FAVORITE"

The biggest campus charmer for this fall is Jackie
Nimble's one piece Gabardine with zipper interest. Three quarter length sleeves stitched
collar and cuffs, an 'as-you-like-it' plunge neckline and clever zipped 'hip' pockets all create a
perfect charmer for you.

The perfect fit and flattery that all juniors are
talking about is Jackie Nimble's one piece Gabardine dress. A smart button down bock, tiny
stitched collar, and waist cinching 'dog collar
belt. You'll love the front interest of double
stitching and wonderful hip-pockets

In Blue-Honey Beige
Sizes 7-15

Princeton,

15
"

In Blue-White
Sizes 7-15

15'5
Hopkinoille

aro•
U.K,
V. son of
fl

gook y, 110

a student
Kentucky-,
lase-50
band, long

THE PRINCETON LEADER. PRINS_ETON, KENTUCKY
"Best Band in Dixie". The allmale organization, under the di-

Marvin W. Pogrot,lerigton
', sea of Mr. and Mrs. Saul
oteke, 908 W. Main Street,
student at the University
Kentucky, is a member of U.
1949-50 ninety-piece marchwed, long recognized as the

Campaign Against
Overweight Now
Being Waged

rection of Frunk J. Prindl, has received national fame as a marching unit.
The band's precision maneuvers
and striking formations have
made its performance during
half-time intermission one of the
A campaign against overweight
most popular attractions at U. K.
football games. A contingent of Is being waged this month by the
the band is usually on hand to State Health Department, according to Dr. W. L. Cash, county
Health Department director.
Recent research in the field of
body weight has shown that the
thin person has a greater life expectancy than the fat person. OveweIght is thought to contribute
to the diseases of middle and later life, such as hardening of the
arteries, high blood pressure,
kidney trouble and diabetes.
Contrary to popular opinion,
most overweight is not caused by
glands, but by overeating. The
campaign stresses the importance
of eating green leafy vegetables,
fresh fruit, skimmed milk, buttermilk and avoiding between
meals snacks, rich desserts, gravy, dressings and all fats.
Persons who feel that they are
overweight are urged to go to
their doctor, for a check-up. Dieting should be prescribed by the
doctor so as to be sure that the
daily diet includes enough of
the necessary foods. People on
diets are warned not to skit
meals, then feel that they have a
right to eat more at the next one.
Exercise has been shown to be
an almost impossible way to lose
weight. It takes a mile and a half
to walk off one slice of chocolate
cake. Diet is a quicker and easier way.
The most important aspect of
the campaign against overweight
is the emphasis on good health.
Overweight stands in the way,of
looking and feeling well. The
person of normal weight has a
better resistance to infection and
a better chance of a long and
happy life.

lie Sota4i!

Be lawun

gel 4 /Veit( eg4le-Maid
Soil and Tati-Coai

be recognized
for your good taste. Wear a
Style-Mart suit! Style-Mart
Clothes fit with ease and
always stay good-looking.
NECK ZONE tailoring does
it! Right price
for the college
man, too!

support the Wildcats in home basketball encounters.
In addition to playing at athletic contests, the band annually
makes a number of public appearances both in Kentucky and other states. These include performances at the Kentucky Derby
and the "Kentucky Day" celebration at Crosley Field, home of the
Cinc.nnati Reds.
The band also plays for pep
rallies, meets Kentucky athletic
teams on their return to the
campus and marches for military
parades and reviews.
Pogrotsky, a senior in the U.
K. College of Commerce, is a
graduate bf Butler High School.
STORING LETTUCE
Cut out the core, wash lettuce
in cold water and drain on a
plate for about 30 minutes before storing. If water accumulates in the vegetable drawer,
lettuce may turn brown.

LOU BOUDR,EAU tells how to "<teore" big at Christmas

rad "134(Swum St.of Sperti
. io 1949,

1._

LOU LOITDI&FAU
el.yer mousse: of the Ueseloul Indians

says LOU BOUDREAU,
impressed by the distinction
of ELGIN styling and
the promise of superb
performanee from the
DuraPosver Mainspring

School Lunch Program
Provides Farm Market

There'll be no shortage of tad fee, is the opinion of Lewis A.
Parker, head of the L. A. Parker
Company and the Parker House
Coffee Company,
Mr. Parker has just returned
from the New Orleans coffee
market where he examined conditions that have driven up the
price of coffee and brought predictions of $1 a pound within a
few months.
He thinks $1 a paund is too
pessimistic, but believes coffee
drinkers can expect to pay 80 to
85 cents.
In his opinion only one thing
can drive prices beyond 85 cents
—hoarding. There's plenty of evidence hoarding already is on a
pretty big scale, he said today.
"A lot of hoarders are being
fooled," he said. "They can retain the flavor of coffee ohly in
vacuum packed cans, and a lot
of coffee sold is in the package."

"We've gut plenty of coffee,
however, sonic coffee drinkers
may not be able to get the
brand to which they're accustomed."
There's only about 50 per cent
as much coffee available from
South America this year as last,
Mr. Parker said. Government
crop cuts account for 10 per cent
of the decline, and drouth, floods
and freeze fin' the othe- 40 per
cent.
Besides, he said, American consumption has increased about 50
per cent above prewar, and European consumption is far ahead of
prewar.
Whenever a shortage looms,
Mr. Parker continued, speculators "go wild." As a consequence,
the price probably is being driven artificially above what it might
otherwise be on the basis of supply and demand.

Deaths & Funerals New Homemakers
John R. Perry
Club Organized

John Redrick Perry, 66, died at
his home on Sandlick Road Tuesday, Nov. 1, after an illness of

two years, resulting from a paralytic stroke.
Born in Caldwell County July
21, 1883, Mr. Perry was a son of
the late James Wright and Ellen
Perry. He was a member of the
Bethany Methodist Church and
had been a farmer in that community all his life until his retirement two years ago.
Survivors are his wife, the former Ada Leech; two daughters,
Mrs. Garfield Jenkins, Bethany;
and Mrs. Argyle Goodaker, Wilson Warehouse Road; a son, J. W.,
of the homestead; a brother, Garfield, Bethany; and three grandchildren, Dana Karen and Gerald Wayne Goodaker and Keith
Jenkins.
Funeral services were conducted at Morgan's Funeral Home
Thursday at 2:30 p. m., by the
Rev. Clyde Walker, of Kuttawa,
former pastor of the Bethany
Methodist Church.
.Pallbearers were Harry Hutchinson, Roy Jeffords, Herbert Lee
Stallins, Harold Stallins, Russell
Goodaker and R. D: Leech.
Flower girls were Mesdameil
Roy Jeffords, Roy Herron, Harry
Hutchinson, Herbert Jenkins, Roy
Sullivan and Reed Woodall.
Burial was in Perry Cemetery,
north of Princeton.

Mrs. Mary E. Nelson

Mrs. K. T. Vick Is
Elected President;
Other Officers Named

.

•••

EVANGELISTIC SERVICES
Evangelistic services, conducted by the Rev, A. M. Gamwell
and daughter, Mary Sue, of Vardaman, Miss., will begin at 7 Pim
today at the Gospel Tabernacle
on Baldwin avenue, it is announced.

A new homemakers club, which
will be known as the Dawson
Road Homemakers, is now organized and will meet the third
Thursday in eaPti month, it is anOne out of six auto drivers innounced.
Sponsored by homemakers of volved in a fatal accident has
the Otter Pond Club, the new been drinking.
club was organized at a special
meeting held Wednesday, NovemCall Is For
WORRY
ber 2, at the home of Mrs. Bill P40
Paso, We
NO REGRET
Palmer.
lONC-OISIANCE MOVIN6 SERVICE
Officers elected were Mrs. K. T.
Vick, president; Mrs. Bill Palmer, • Ag•nri ler COPPER Von tin., Inc.
Arnold Ligon Truck Line
vice-president; Mrs. Marvin StalContact
lins, secretary and treasurer;
JAMES D MASHBURN
Mrs. Fred . Nichols, Jr., recreaPhone 2016
Princeton, Ky.
tion leader; and Mrs. Jack Nichols, publicity chairman.
Mrs. Bill Palmer and Mrs. Marvin Stallins volunteered to attend a training school to be held
November 3.
Mrs. Ray Martin and Mrs.
Claude McConnell gave the lesson, showing ways to use pican d refinish
picture
tures
frames.
Present from the Otter Pond
Club were Mesdames Ray Martin, Claude McConnell, Jimmie
Mitchell, Homer Mitchell. Dawson Road's delegation included
Mesdames Ed Darnell, Clyde
Clagt,on, Roy Ward, Frank Sisk.
K. T. Vick, Orman Travis, Jack
Nichols, Glover Lewis, Fred
Nichols, Jr., Marvin Stallini, Bill
Palmer. Misses Wilma Vandiver
and Maxine Garrigan were also
present.
The next meeting will be held
in November at the home of Mrs.
K. T. Vick.

Funeral services for Mrs. Mary
E. Nelson, 79, who died at her
home on Varmint Trace Road
Monday, Nov. 7, were conducteJ
at the home Wednesday at 2 p. m.
by the Rev. Carl Boucher.
Born in Lebanon, Tenn., Mrs.
Nelson was a daughter of the late
Matt Rodgers and Martha Chand- BEAVER LUNCHEON
ler.
Durango, Colo. — (AP) —Busy
Burial was in Cedar Hill Ceme- beavers—the four-legged, flattery.
tailed kind—gave Mrs. Wallace
Lombard a lift for her bridge
AGENT'S CONFERENCE
party. For tally and place cards
Wilma Vandiver, home agent, she used chips from aspen trees
Maxine Garrigan, assistant home she'd found at a beaven dam near
agent, R. A. Mabry, county Electra Lake.
agent, and Ralph A. Nelson, county assistant in forestry, will atOctopuses have an ink sac from
tend an annual agent's conference which they can squirt a colored
in Lexington November 14th fluid which they use as a kind of
through the 18th.
smoke screen.

ALL STEEL
efirt/

Importance of the National
School Lunch program as a market outlet for farm products is
shown by recent reports on the
quantity of foods distributed under the program, W. S. Traylor,
chairman of the Caldwell County
PMA committee, said here this
week.
These reports show, he said,
that Kentucky schools and charitable institutions recently received the following cerlot allocations of foods distributed by the
U. S. Department of Agriculture:
Canned tomatoes, 14 cars; tomato paste, 3 cars; peanut butter, 6
cars, 692 cases; cheese, 2 cars;
dried eggs, 3 cars; and apples,
35 cars. (Charitable institutiohs
share only In distribution of apples and dried eggs with other
foods going only to lunchrooms
operating under the National
School Lunch program.)
According to Russell H. James,
Southeast area director of the
School Lunch program, the nine
southeastern states — including
Kentucky—have recently received the following carlot allocations
of these foods: Apples, 382 cars;
cheese, 50 cars; dried eggs, 55
cars; peanut butter, 79 cars, 458
cases; canned tomatoes, 155 cars;
and tomato paste, 32 cars.

DOUBLE DOOR UTILITY CABINET

Homemakers Schedule
NoV. 10, 1:30 p.m., Cedar Bluff,
Mrs. Nathan Bates, hostess.
Nov. 10, 7:30 p.m., Lakewood,
Mrs. Fred Watson, hostess.
Nov. 11, 1:30 p. m., Eddyville
Road, Mrs. Denny Cash, hostess.
Nov. 11, 7:30 p. m., Lebanon,
Mrs. Jack Rodman, hostess.
Nov. 14, 1:30 p. m., Quinn, Mrs.
Ray Massey, hostess.

N.
I 5, 1:30 p. m., Otter Pond,
Otter Pond Community House,
Mrs. George Martin and Mrs. Kelly Martin, hostesses.
Nov. 16, 1:30 p. m., Crider, Mrs.
Ralph Griffin, hostess.
Nov. 17, 1:00 p. m., Friendship,
Mrs. Wilburn Crowe, hostess.
Nov. 17, 1:30 p. m., Dawson
Road, Mrs. K. T. Vick, hoetess

• For a dependable battery —you can's
beat ATLAS! Rugged and strongly built,
ATLAS Batteries hold their charge well
and long. And—they're backed by a written Warranty that really means something! For surer, quicker starts — let u$
install an ATLAS in your car.

Bring Us Your
COUPONS From
MATE-PALMOLIVE-FTET

PALMOLIVE
Regular 01 cakes
Size
couponl

large

MarVELous for
Dishes, Lingerie,
with
Stockings, Woolens. (coupon/

Cr
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ELIMINATES 99% OF ALL /7
REPAIRS DUE TO STEEL
MAINSPRING
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.
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Solves Your
Storage Problems
Economically...

.***
:(1
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SHEARS

Now—have all the closet
space you need—with
sturdy, efficient ARTCREST cabinets. Five
roomy shelf spaces: snugfitting double doors keep
dust out. 65 inches high,
95 Inches wide, 12 inches
deep. White enamel finish
cleans easily. Black recessed bases.

FOR ONLY 50t

That double surprise to which Lou Boudreau
refers ffs Elgin's award-winning style plus the
amazing DuraPower Mainspring. Elgin is the winner
of the 1949 Fashion Academy Award. And no other
watch in the world his such dependable power for
accurate timekeeping: See the beautiful new Elgins now
and choose from our wide range of styles and pricer:
You're sure to Vscore" big when your Christmas
sift is so Eigia Watch:

enham's Jewelry Store
Phone 2142

Furniture Dealers - Funeral Directors
43 Years of Dependable Service
PHONES 713.5

KITE 3405

H. C. Newsom
Pruett Bros. Grocery
A. Koltinsky
Monarch Service Station & Grocery
Jot'em Down Store
Riley's Service Station & Grocery
Russell Grocery
Quinn's Grocery
Harry's Grocery
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Small Flock Pays
In September Eggs

The use of Burley tobacco has
been relatively stable at about
525 million pounds a year during
the past three years, according to•
Dr. Dana G. Gard, economist at
the Agricultural Experiment Station of the University of Kentucky. This is despite the fact that
its use has increased about twothirds since before World War II.
Production has outrun the use
of Burley, however, and in five of
the last six years more Burley has
been grown than was used. Stocks
now are the highest on record.
Stocks of tobacco on hand plus
the present crop are estimated at
2.9 times the annual use of Hurley. When the total supply gets
above three times the yearly use,
'then markets seem to get into
THIS REMINDS EASY..I
ME..140WD YOU JUST I-1AD A
CUT YOUR FUEL NEW LENNOX
BILLS SO HEATING SYSTEM
MUCH? INSTALLED

B. N. LUSBY CO.
PHONE 3141

Stewait Justice of Pike county
got big dividends for being particulur in his poultry enterprise,
stated Farm Agent James K.
Stacey. Justice started 300 White
Leghorn pullets in early April.
The roosters and culls he sold
paid for the pullets' feed until
they started laying. In September,
Mr. Justice sold $156 worth of
eggs from 137 pullets, as many as
120 eggs being gathered in one
day. Average flock production
was 22.4 eggs per hen. The feed
bill was $50, and net profit, $106.

Modern Schools
Find Class In
All Glass Houses

By David Taylor Marke
New York — If educators have
their way the school house of
the future will have outer walls
of window panes and glass
blocks. ,
The buildings will be functional rather than traditional in
design.
They will be sprawling strucdifficulty," ,Dr. Card admitted. tures, liberally
splashed with
Normally, the supply of tobacco color,
even to "blackboards" of
is two and a half to three times yellow,
green and white.
the annual consumption.
The catch is, educators don't
"If we could be sure that cig- know where
the $10 billion exarette smoking and disappearance perts estimate will
be needed in
of Burley tobacco would stay up the next ten years
to house
to where it is now, stocks might America's
bumper crop of chilnot be excessive, even though dren is coming
from.
production has been running
School Management Magazine
ahead of disappearance," Dr. queried 10,400 city,
county and
Card asserted.
diocesan school superintendents
"A good deal depends upon the on the type of
buildings and
level of business activity. The equipment they
would like to
outlook is for a relatively good have. Their replies
show typical
business year in 1950. If that ma- forms such
as Colonial, Early
teralizes, I think cigarette con- American and Gothic
are out.
sumption will hold its own."
There is a marked tendency to
Fire-cured tobacco was said to conserve taxpayers'
dollars by
be in a good position this season eliminating such
unessential debecause production is below the tail as old fashioned
pitched
rate of disappearance. Stocks are roofs.
slightly smaller than a year ago
The greatest external change
but still large enough to meet de- would be window
treatment. Inmand.
stead of single-pane windows,

ANGUS CATTLE
AUCTION AT
MEDAN FARM

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 1 O'CLOCK
STURGIS, KENTUCKY

Featuring:
EVADER BARDOLIER G. R. 2nd, the good
breeding bull we purchased from Dr. J. J.
Hendeen of Grand Rivers Stock Farms,
Webberville, Michigan
Selling:
* Service Bulls
* Heifer Calves

* Cows
* Bull Calves

* Breed Heifers
* Feeder Steers

Owner George M. Kurtz, Sturgis, Kentucky
Auctioneer Hayden Iglehart
Lunch will be served

St
.1 igen (center)
rs. ose a
rtends an
with newspapers to try ana revive her after she fainted when she
heard Signumd (Sam) Engel convicted of a confidence game charge
in criminal court, Chicago. He was convicted of bilking the 39year-old widow of $8,700 after promising her marriage and a singing
career in motion pictures. (AP Wirenhoto)

Teen-Agers like
Snack Food Shelf
One way to get teen-agers home
early after movies or school affairs is to have a party shelf of
food at home, from which they
may prepare their own snacks.
The suggestion comes from Miss
Florence Imlay of the College of
Agriculture and Home Economics, University of Kentucky.
Many of the foods placed there
may be from those put up during
the summer by the teen-ager and
her mother, such as meat, chicken, jam, jelly, fruit, tomato and
fruit juice. Supplementing them
might be cocoa, cheese, gingerbread mix, peanut butter, popcorn, and nuts. The cookie jar, too,
must have a place.
In the refrigerator will be
space for milk, butter, cheese,
hamburgers and the like. More
important than a wide variety,
in the opinion of the young people, is the knowledge that the
foods there are for their use.
Cleaning up the kitchen afterwards can be part of the fun, too.
From such a shelf might come
cheeseburgers and tomato juice;

Indian Marries 31
Times In Eight Years
Kuala Lumpur, Malaya—(AP)
---Reports from Alor Star in Kedah State tell of a 30-year-old Indian, in Malaya only eight years,
who has been married and divorced 31 times. His longest marriage lasted four months. His
most recent wedding took place
in June, but at last reports the
former Indian Army soldier was
available for No. 32.

More Farm Homes
Are Made Modern

Suggests Eating The
Old Non-Laying Hens

The ttlittthil i t port of the Agricultural Extension Division of the
College of Agriculture and Home
Economies, University of Kentucky, says home-management projects were carried in 90 counties
t he past year. A total of 25,725
families reported adopting 140,714 improved practices. The report continues:
"Such improvements were of
value in making work easier and
more pleasant for homemakers
and their families. Home-management programs assisted families to improve their standard of
living through better use of money, time, energy, materials and
equipment.

Have a free chicken dinner by
eating the old hens in the flock,
suggests Mike buff of the College
of Agriculture and Home Economics, University of Kentucky.
Hens that won't lay enough to
pay for their feed this winter can
be detected by their yellow beak
and legs. While loafing around,
they will eat 20 to 25 pounds of
grain, he said.
Anyway, old hens and young
pullets don't get along together,
Duff says. Old hens buss the
roosts, feeders and
waterers,
which may keep the pullets from
getting enough to eat to lay well.
He advises plenty of fresh,
clean water for the flock, but no
ice water. Since green feed reduces the summer feed bill, Duff
suggested cutting green feed for
the housed pullets. Also, he noted
that proper housing to keep the
pullets farm and dry saved feed.

"Farm homes are fast becoming
modemnized. With electricity
available, water systems and
bathrooms are being installed.
Kitchens are geing improved and
made more convenient, comfortable and well-equipped work
shops."
PLAINE MOUSE HUNT
Hamilton, Mont. —(AP)---- Dr.
J. K. Frenkel, pathologist at the
federal laboratory here, needed
some field mice for experiments.
Ferd Fullerton and Lawrence
Humble said they'd go hunting
for them.
Fifteen minutes after they took
off in Fullerton's plane, they
spotted harvesters-working a hay
field. They landed in the field,
borrowed a jeep and soon had a
bag full of mice for Dr. Frenkel.

Under Muslim customs it is
easy for the man to marry or get
a divorce. He pays the priest
about Sts. $3 (US $1.35) to register the marriage and whenever
he's ready for the divorce he
must say to his wife three times
the equivalent of "Leave me!"
Then he registers the divorce
with the priest. This legal step
costs more, about Sts. $5.

Prescriptions A
Specialty
Walker's Drugs & Jewelry
Dial 3211

which offer little
insulation
against temperature extremes,
double-pane glass is wanted.
Glass blocks, used izimarily for
directional lighting is favored
also.
The educators want a room designed for television reception
and other visual education media. Music rooms, gymnasiums,
auditoriums, a dispensary and
cafeterias are considered essential also.
On the question of heating
equipment, most educators prefer a central-type system utilizing either steam or hot water.
They want unit ventilators as a
means of keeping classroom air
healthfully fresh as well as comfortable. Air conditioning also
appears on the list of desirable
items for modern schools.

COMPLETE INSURANCE SERVICE

Save Fuel

DON'T WAIT UNTIL
YOU SUFFER

Storm Sash

0
4
V1*

49c Yd.

We carry a complete stock of
various sizes in single strength,
double strength, and sheet glass.
Also we are equipped to cut glass
to any size or" shape. Also we
can glaze any sash brought to
our yard or send a glazier out
to your home to install glass.

FLUES?

POURING WOOL
very efficient insulation in
very effecient insulation in
form of rock wool pellets.

2

80

the ea.
Are They Ready for33ic
Ahead?
Cold Weather
Common Brick
Fire Brick
Grate Backs
$
Grates
Flue Thimbles
115.
30luP
P
1.10b9
:
65
S:
Cement

BALSAM WOOL

TIRES

...and it's the
LOWEST PRICED LINE IN ITS FIELD!
'

Install this in your attic and if
you are not pleased with results
return it and receive a refund for
the cost of both installation and
insulation.

00

CURVED WINDSHIELD

WITH A

4
54
1.1

DOOR BOTTOM STRIP

with
PANORAMIC VISIBILITY
Phone 3476.
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Install storm sash and prevent
cold air from entering your home
around and through
your
Zwindows. Cut down fuel costs.
Call us for a free estimate.

15 x 24 batts that will fit between your ceiling joists. Pay for
insulating your home by fuel
saved.
Box

W. MARKET

Princeton, Ky.

Window Glass

ROCK WOOL BATTS

WORLD'S CHAMPION
VALVE-IN-HEAD ENGINE

Secretary Tressars,
Dial 3351 - Priscetso.

SPECIAL ITEMS WITH WHICH TO WINTERIZE YOUR HOME

FISHER UNISTEEL
BODY CONSTRUCTION

freo"'''
rn
te

,
w a,
don'taineowv
-errWcoBeeflir,rnsEatirbidn

Phone 3698

Get Ready For Winter Now!

CENTER-POINT STEERING

ekring°.

J. D. ALEXANDER

We pay all phone charges.

GLASSONET
Hundreds
of Uses
Gun Loaned
Use
this
reinforced
plastic
Stop cold air seepage around
glazing
material
for
back
your windows and doors by
porches,
utility
storm
sash
and
Caulking while there is still time.
dozens of other uses.

Only one low-priced car
brings you all these
EXTRA VALUES
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KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS
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and on sanitary trucks which are disinfeded
daily. We pick up horses. cows and hogs Coll

CAULKING COMPOUND

The Stylelin• Do Luxe Sped Coupe

comm

Offers
CHEAP MONEY
7,0

The Kentucky Renderiny Wc,rks will pick
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge

24 x 24 — $5.00

LONGER. HEAVIER
with
WIDER TREAD

(('sac
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:jaeoltjidmicieltthcleaairnjtsettoI
,

Rom

BA

LOANS

Dead Stock
WANTED

coa

and toast, or even hot gingerbread made trom a "mix" prepared at home and stored in a
cool place.

FEDERAL LAND
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Try a Leader ClassUled Ad!

There's more than
one way to damage
a house. But there is
ONE extended coverage endorsement to
protect you against
practically ever y
hazard you think of.
It's worth your investigation — see us
today. ,

hot spiced fruit juice, milk or cowith sandwiches of meat,
chi.cken or peanut butter; fruit
juice and cookies; scrambled eggs
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Vetera(IS With

LOW
Serial Numbers To Get
Insurance Checks First.

By Cesare Brusini
Borne — An Italian air force
n,el claims to be the first man
pilot a jet propelled plane
a commercial route.
Colonel Mario De Bernardi,
as Schneider trophy winner, rethe flight in an interview:
.That was November 30, 1941,
hen I drove the first jet plone
om Milan to Rome," he said.
.1 was at the time, one of the
roni aircraft factory's test piand in April 1940 I tested
jet plane for the first time,
jag off from the airport of
edo. The tests went on for
.er IS months, and at the end of
cr 1941, I flew the jet—a
Campini — from the airti Linate near Milan to
onia, near Rome."
Mt air ministry spokesman
y backed up De Barnardi's

in

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

Administration has
explained the order in which
checks will be mailed to the first
group of applicants for a share
In the $2.8 billion special GI Insurance dividend, payment of
which will begin in January.
Generally, checks will be issued on the basis of the Nit digits of the applicant's service serial number. The full serial number, VA said, is of no significance in determining the order of
payment. Neither, it was explained, is the dividend application
number which appears on acknowledgment cards being returned to applicants.
Applications will be broken
down into groups as received and
these groups will be further broken down into processing units according to the last serial digits
from zero to nine. The first large
group of applications is now being processed in this manner.
Thus, a veteran whose serial
number is 35,469,000 will be aneluded in the first mailing because
the last three digits of his serial
number are three zeros. On the
other hand, a veteran whose serial number is 100,990 will be included in a later mailing because
the last three digits of his number are 990.
For veterans who had more
than one serial number while in
service, VA will use the number
in each case that appears on the
areteran's National Service Life
Insurance certificate.

"We don't want to act like the
'ans who claim that they
e first in everything," observCol. Ethan° Ghiglia. "But we
ye found reason to believe that
Bernardi was the first man
fly a jet over a commercial disce. At the time he carried air
1 bearing the stamp "first jet
pelled flight Milan-Guidonia."
"After De Bernardi's Successattempt, a new type of jet
as prepared by the Caproni
ories under Secondo Cam's supervision. But after the VIDEO SET GOES
tiee, the Germans prevented
Arlington, Va. — (AP) — Evfrom working on it any more." erybody .had a good time at the
Th, journal of the Britith Roy- television party honald ivfacdonAeronautics Society of Jan. aid gave at his home—eespecially
records Germans flew jets the guest who walked off with
the first time Aug. 27, 1939, the television set.
th a Heinkel H. E. 178. The
agazine added that the British ' Rockefeller
Center's
tallest
loiter Whittle E-28-39 flew for building—the RCA Building —
e first time May 14, 1941, while is 850 feet tall.
e Americans took off with their
II P139-A Ariacomet Oct. 1, 4111111.11111
Col. Ghiglia said thiat Italian
rrnans never flew any conitelligence has proved that The
dal distance with their jet
inkel in 1939..
Col. Ghiglia drew on his rnem• to describe the birth of jet
opulsion in Italy.
lie said the inventor of jet went
the air forces commander of
Iherri Italy, General Rino
rso Fouger,, in 1939 with the
as for his new plane.
Second() Campini, the inven, arrived at the General's ofwith a leather case full of
•uments. He told the general
had discoveLed a new system
fly planes without a pros
:er.
The general did not believe
at first, but later looked into "Peach
simple drawings, and
Bloom"
i persuaded that 'there was
4
(w
(
'
:ething' in jet propulsion.
De Bernardi flew the 474 kilo
tors from Milan to Rome at an
rage speed of 209.451 kilomrs per hour, according to the ',
Peach Bloom'
finial air ministry records.
Combine practical, short stemmed,
0 HOUSES FALL
modern styled stemware with deliao — (AP) — Many of the cate hand cut sprays of peach bloslling places in old Cairo are soma and "Sharpe" answered the
re than 1,000 years old. Almost demand of the young set of "everykly one. collapses. Usually d"" and "best" stemware at a
budget price. It is open stock. One
e are a number of deaths,
wish.
The Most recent collapse came setting at a time if you
Budget Priced at 50c each. Salad
en a four-story house fell
Plates too are available.
m in the Sayeda Zeinab dis. killing six and injuring
en

WALKER'S

Drugs & Jewelry

The date palm is the sacred tree
the Arab,
115 W. Main St.

BEAUTIFUL
SHAPES IN

Phone 3211

Isn't America
Wonderful Country,
All over the world today there are people teaching bitterness
and hate.
Here in America we have learned to live together in friendship.
For us here at A&P, it has been a wonderful and thrilling experience to get from those with whom we compete day after day
such astounding evidence of friendship and respect.
The things that have happened since the anti-trust lawyers from
Washington brought suit to destroy A&P have amazed us.
While we sincerely believed that we had earned the friendship
of millions of consumers for whom we have provided better food
at lower prices, and the friendship of millions of farm families
for whom we have provided a better market for their produce,
we were not prepared for the avalanche of offers of support.
But most of all, we have to confess that we had underestimated

Isn't America A Wonderful Country!

••••••
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GROCERS?
COULD IT BE INDEPENDENT America's
indeDoesn't seem likely. In ten years

bosiness-In
pendent storekeepers almost tripled their
/
2 billion dollars worth of
1938 they did just under 51
independent storekeepers
food business. Last year the
food.
handled over 15 billion dollars worth of
many of
For
Hardly.
WHOLESALE GROCERS?
in or supportthan are directly or indirectly engaged
cooperative chain to
ing some form of voluntary or
match chain economies.
funny — except
THE EMPLOYEES? That would be
Actually, less than
that some folks probably believe it.
could have paid
25 years ago many food chain scores
wages, etc. — out of the
all expenses — rent, heat, light,
now. And the
money a store manager alone gets paid been happy
have
store manager of 25 years ago would
to get what a clerk gets today.
part
PRODUCERS? Well, take farmers. Certainly
attributed to the markets
of their prosperity must be
big chains buy
that big chains create for them. The
Those canneries
the entire pack of many a cannery.
the farmer do
pack the farmers' crops. What would
food chains were
with his highly perishable crop if the
eliminated as big volume buyers?
COMPETING CHAINS, MAYBE? No. Practically
had more sales last
every chain in the grocery business
that we know a
chain
One
before.
year
the
than
year
business 21% last year
food
its
increased
about
lot
months of this year.
and is up 19% in the first eight
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The Anti-Trust Suit Against
The Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co.

00,

• • •• During the depression of the thirties, A&P paid
higher wages than any other chain. A&P has striven to
keep up the standard of living in this country. I shudder to
think what would happen to its 110,000 employees if it was
forced out of business.

This suit is another threat against our great
American system of free enterprise. The
A&P Co. has always been clean, above board
competition and any successful independent
merchant,if he is honest, will admit that they
have taught him a great many things regarding merchandising, reducing overhead, better buying, etc., thus lowering food costs for
the greet American Public.

• • • • I am
)
01no afraid of A&P competition—I welcome
It. It's democratic it's the American Way.

P

aul SintroOn *

SIMPSON'S SUPER MARKETS
765 Moreland Ave., S. E.-580 McDonough Blvd., S. E.
Atlanta, Georgia
•Mr. Simpson was named "Grocer of the Year for 1948" by the
National Retailer Owner Grocers' Association.
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atattat," ava
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$2.95

•

2222 St. Claude Avenue
New Orleans

A&P taught me to serve the public BETTER—MORE
ECONOMICAL and MORE EFFICIENT, thanks to the
start given me by B. F. VINSON.

will be punished for being
We don't believe any chain
so well that it is
efficient, or for pleasing housewives
forced to grow.
storekeeper's duty to bring
We, too, believe that it is a
the lowest possible prices,
the public the best food at
store way of doing busiand hope to see the chain
ness vindicated.
the employees, the cusAnd as long as the producers,
independents and
tomers, the wholesale grocers, the
thrive so well, we will continue
chains
competing
the
do business.
to think it's a good way to
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The
the self-styled "trust
busters" of
linesgavernment
as a
recentlymade
of a move headstroy the
resultA&P.
to deFrankly, we
don't like it.
A&P is
trol of charged with
SOME of the
having conpr
ocessin
ness. As g ends of production
the food and
a
foods at lowresult, they can busioffer
prices.
So What.
And if m
ness is onopoly of the
food busia laff. charged, that
sure
ing like We ... at P.P.M. hands us
wildfire. Seems are growable to sell
better foods like we're
prices.
at better
Your
increasing
stores is posit, patronage
of our
ve prof
no m
that A&P has
onopoly on thoe
let's get
food b
can horse down to good usiness.
old
good job ofsense. AU' is Amerithis
serving the dng a
country. They're
peooiple of
We are
for them no bogey men
con
100% in this.
troversy.

BECAUSE

Like fun. If the people hated food
/
2 billion dollars in them last year?
they have spent 91
standards of chains
Folks like the low prices and high
the better folks
—and the better the chains are run,
like them.
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SCHWEGMANN
BROTHERS

• • •• like myself, many hundreds of independent grocers got their start with the TEA COMPANY.
• • • • The great A&P is not detrimental to the progress
of the grocery business. On the contrary, A&P has always
been beneficial to any open-minded businessman who believes in FREE ENTERPRISE. Founded on the principle of
FAIR PLAY and FAIR PRICES, A&P developed from a
humble start to its present commanding position in the field
of retail merchandising.
• • •• My experience as a former employee of the TEA
COMPANY has served me well. I attribute my success to the
ideas and methods tried, testeti and proven by the A&P
stores—at a great cost.
• • •• A&P upholds the rights and privileges of a good
worker. I know this from personal experience. A&P is ever
on the lookout to promote sincere and ambitious employees
to trustworthy and important positions and has never
crossed the efforts of any employee to enter into business
for himself. A&P helped me to start in business ...IS THAT
AN ACT OF A COMPANY MONOPOLIZING TIIE GROCERY
BUSINESS? NO!

-On The

Gay shoes at a pleasant price to
start you oft with delightfully new ankle
outlooks for fall... this ankle strap charmer is for YOU.
In all black nusuede and only ...

Yes, we want our ASP competitors
to
stay in business on their present scale
because we know what it would mean
to the American people without them.
We are only ono store end are str;ving to serve our community with goad
food at low prices, but the ASP is a
nationwide organization serving the
American people everywhere with
good food at low prices.
Destroying the ASP would mean eliminating competition nationally in the
food fi•ld which every poor man kri7:Zws
consumes the major portion of his
salary.
We congratulate the ASP for a job
well done. Keep up the fight.
We welcome any fair competition
which helps us bring lower food prices
to the consumer.

A COMPETITOR'S
OPINION
of
The Great Atlantic &
Pacific Tea Co.

PHILADELPHIA, PA

THE PEOPLE!
THEN IT CERTAINLY MUST BE
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SUPER '
S
FOOD

10 years
Thorofare Super Markets came into existence doing
replaced were
ago. The food chains Thorofare
of business a year.
about three million dollars worth
to boost
Housewives liked our policies well enough million
to about 30
their purchases in our 90 stores
dollars a year.
confidence. And we're going to
We call that a vote of
as long as we stick to good
that
proving
on
right
keep
selections at rockbrands and better-than-average
anybody in the
bottom pri•-es, we can compete with tool
business. And keep right on growing,

f;

the fine sportsmanship of many of our competitors all over the
country.
Can anyone believe that these competitors would rush to otur
defense if, as the anti-trust lawyers allege, we had been trying
to put them out of business?
We ind they have fought hard for business.
There are nearly 350,000 individual grocers competing with us.
They have a larger share of the nation's grocery business today
than they had ten years ago or twenty years ago.
Many of them do as good a job as we do, and they make it
plenty tough for us.
Now,day after day, these same competitors are letting us know
that they are in our corner.
All we can say is, thank you from the bottom of our hearts.

MEN
THE VELUA011tt
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iHE GREAT ATLANTIC &
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PACIFIC TEA COMPANY
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Fredonia News

Plpeline News

Mi. and Mrs. Munroe Butts and
Mr., Hubei t L. Myers, execuchildren, Evansville, were the tive secretary of Center College,
week-end guests of her mother, Danville, filled the,, pulpit of the
Mrs. Lee Burkiow.
First Presbyterian church Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Parr and morning.
children, Doug and Judy, Blue
Mrs. J. B. Sory and Miss Dora
Springs, Mo., spent the week-end Young spent Saturday in Princewith his mother, Mrs. Florence ton as guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Pare; and Miss Dorothy Parr.
James Greenfield and Mrs. Cora
Mrs. Lee Burklow and Mrs. Ida Eison.
HoHoman are spending this week
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Rice and
'in Marion as guests of their sis- son, Dick Rice, spent Saturday
ter, Mrs. Bob Hughes.
of last week in Paducah shopThomas Jones, student at Mur- ping.
ray College, spent the week-end
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Prow, Dewith his parents, Mr. and Mrs. troit, are visiting relatives here
F. E. Jones.
for a few days. He was called to
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Jones, Mrs. Sturgis by the death of his fathBecky Quertermous and daugh- er last week.
ter, Carol B., of Murray, were
Byrd Hughes, Evansville, spent
called here by the death of their the past two weeks at his home
nephew, Billy Harmon.
here.
Miss Bonnie King and Miss
Verna Hackney, students at Bethel Woman's College, Hopkinsville, spent the week-end with the
former's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Arncki Ligon Truck .Line Bill King.
Bradley Henson is critically ill
Contact
in Riverside Hospital, Paducah.
JAMES D. MASHBURN
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Marshall
Phone 2016
Princeton, Ky.
IRON LUNG GIRL: Wanda Ellis, 3, paralyzed from the neck down, smiles at Nurse Jane Kolbay
—
as she starts on a 125-mile trip to a St. Louis hospital by truck at Cape Girardeau, Mo. Failure of
Ithe generator cauped some anxious moments. But Miss Kolbay and another nurse operated the respirator by hand until the power supply was restored. The young polio victim arrived in St. Louis none
the worse for an eventful day.(AP Wirephoto)

Charter Oak Coal Heaters
Charter Oak Fuel Oil Heaters
Martin Gas Heaters
Arvin Electric Heaters
Brass Fire Sets - - - Fire Screens
Spark Guards - - - Andirons
Coal Buckets - - - Grate Baskets
Fire Brick - - - Grate Backs
Register Shields - - - Flue Thimbles
Coal Tongs - - - Pokers and Shovels
Metal Stove Boards - - - Stove Polish
Stove Pipe and Stove Board FREE With
Heaters That Sell For $50.00 Or More

HARDWAR
E CO.
(Incorporated)
Phone 332

Tenth and Virginia St.

Hopkinsville

have left for their home in Ft.
Emergency Hunting
Lauderdale, Fla., after spending
Ban Now In Force
a few days here with her father,
Frankfort -- Since the filing
C. T. Henson, and Mrs. Henson
with Secretary of State -George
Mrs. Sudie Hodge, Eddyville,
Glenn Hatcher of an emergency
and Mrs. Lora Ennis, Crider, are
regulation banning the use and
visiting Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Concarrying of shotguns in the fields
way this week.
for the period beginning midMr. Jimmy Kunniice, Calvert
night November s to midnight
City, and Mrs. Jennie Brasher, November
19, the Division of
Frances, MS., Dorothy Brasher,
Game and Fish plans to enforce
Gilbertsville, were Sunday din- this regulation,
Earl Wallace, Diner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil rector
of the Division, warns.
Brasher.
Previously, Assistant Attorney
Mrs. E. C. Harwood, Morgan- General
Owen Keller gave an
field, spent one day last week opinion
that the Game and Fish
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. T.
Commission and the Director of
L. Grubbs.
the Division lack authority to
Mr. J. E. Hillyard and Mrs. take such action,
since ordinary
Isaac Butler visited Mr. and Mrs. regulations
must be filed and adJames Dollar in Madisonvitile, vertised
60 days before the reguSunday afternoon. ,
lation becomes effective. HowMr. Dave Perkins was called ever, Mr. Wallace
points out that
to Cincinnati, 0., Saturday by the this regulation
is an emergency
death of his brother-in-law, Du- and as
such may be filed up'unard Grubbs, who passed away in til five
days before it becomes efa hospital there. Funeral services fective.
The emergency act was
were held at Liberty Sunday affiled with the Secretary of State
ternoon.
on Wednesday, October 26, and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Allen Mc- advertisements on this
regulaElroy and sons, of Hodgenville, tion were carried
in three papers
visited during the week-end, her of statewide circulation
on Sunmother, Mrs. Florence Parr, and day, October 30.
Miss Dorothy Parr.
Miss Dorothy Brasher returned DIG UP PRISONER
to Gilbertsville Sunday after
Chicago — (AP) — Detective
spending the last week with her work, like mining, requires
a bit
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Bra- of digging.
Take the case of the
sher.
shadowy figure reported in Fred
Mrs. Jodie Quertermous and
Banasch's drug store on a dark
sons, J. E. and Owen, spent a few fall night. Police
searched the
days in Louisville last week.
building and found nobody. Then
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Brasher, Officer Arthur Sweney
and
Miss Dorothy Brasher and Dennis Stephen Palmer took a
look at
were in Evansville Friday after- the coal bin. They saw
a shoe,
noon.
began to dig and soon had uncovered one prowler.
New York has 2,554,162 people between the ages of 5 and 24
Octopuses used jet propulsion in
attending school—more than any swimming long before men
other state in the union.
thought of the idea.

The United States has one of
the world's highest accident rates,
an annual 67.1 death per 100,000
population compared with a
world average of less than 50.
Try a Leader Classified Ad:
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Space Ship Travel
Must Wait A Few Years

By Hurry S. flule
Surprise stork shower honoring Mrs. Jimmie Saunders was
given at the home of Mrs. Bob
Melton October 28, at 2 p. m. Mrs.
H. A. McClure and Mrs. Ray
Haynes were hostesses.
After Mrs. Saunders opened her
gifts, hot chocolate and cake was
served. The guests included Mrs.
Allen Markham, Mrs. Tony Sadver, Mrs, Chester Lake, Mrs. L.
13. Rea, Mrs. L. A. Stewart, Mrs.
Ed Dismore, Mrs. W. T. Dickerson and, daughter, Mrs. Johnnie
Strewn and son, Mrs. Earl Yaudas,
Mrs. Gene Shelton, Mrs. Jack
Greim, Mrs. E. E. Cleveland and
sons, Mrs. Harlan Dickerson and
daughter, Mrs. Gus Linthicum and
son, Mrs.. Tom Linthicum, Mrs.
Harold Long, Mrs. Vivian Douglas, Mrs. 0. 0. Cleveland and
children, Mrs. H. A. McClure,
Mrs. Ray Haynes, Mrs. Bob Melton and Mrs. John Busby.
A surprise wiener roast was
given fo: Mrs. Mac McClure at
Kuttawa Springs Sunday, October 30, in honor of her birthday.
Pie, ice cream and coffee were
served to guests at Mrs. Ray
Haynes' home Saturday, November 5, in honor of Mrs. Bob Melton's birthday.
The neck of a giraffe, although
exceedingly. long, contains only
seven bones—the same number as
are in the necks of most other
animals.
The goat is a ruminant animal
closely related to the sheep.

Baltimore -- (Al') — Man's desire to roam about outer space
and explore heavenly bodies will
remain a songwriter's fancy for
a few years, says Dr. Ralph E.
Gibson, director of the applied
physics laboratory of the John
Hopkins University. Dr. Gibson
cites these obstacles to interplanetary travel:
1. You would need a rocket
The
ship weighing about 10,00 tons-- South guanaco and vicool
America are the
the weight of a light crueler—to ing
usly
representatives of thk
carry a pay load of 50,000 pounds. family
out of captivity.

Office Furniture & Machines
Let us equip your office or reception
room , •
some of our modern furniture
Chrome, with plastic upholstered
lounge
furniture
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Metal or Wood Desks
Swivel or Side Chairs
Storage Cabinets
Safes, large or small

Fraternal

Two, Three or Four Drawer Files
Everything for the Office

Ea

CORNETTE'S
School Supplies Hopkinsville, Ky.
Incorporated

SATURDAY, NOV. 12
Biggest Double Feature Show We've Ever Offered!
OPEN at 10:00 A. M. - CONTINUOUS to
lt:OU M

Replat

FRI
Fri., Nov. H.
*
*
W. D. Ram

Border Patrol in !talon;

HusLand or Hoax?
Man or Murderer.

Charles A. I

4 r

...d"rRIGGER"
rho Srreartest Hof to In 11.4 M..o.

(
You con get

wia ANDY DEVISE
Tim Indors et ilt• Purple Sage

pair your c

PLUS! NO. 12 - "BATMAN & ROBIN"
ADMISSION: 12c & 34c TIL 5:00 P. M. - -

WHIN STRANGIRS MM

by refinanci

- - 12c & 40c AFTER 5:00 P. M.

Inks.
W. MA
Prince

THE FALL HARVEST
of HITS IS HERE!

C/lit;
GENERAL ELECTRIC CLOCK—RADIO

And never before have we had so many
good shows! Look at the current program!

with The amazing Slumber Switch
MS-803

TONIGHT
and FRIDAY

SATURDAY
NOV. 12th
Here's the biggest double
feature show we've ever I
offered.

• TOGETHER FOR THE FIRST TIME

SUN.& MON.
NOV.13-14

THUR.& FRI.
NOV.17-18

TUES. & WED.
NOV.15-16

FROM THE
BLUE GRASS
COMES THIS
THUNDERING
STORY OF AN
ORPHAN HORSE.'
FIGHT FOR
FAME!

T-he 14
-1/CNS
make
your WART ring out
with JOY.'"

...in the unforgettable
picturization of
Broadway's dramatic
stage hit!
Model 64

THE SIM
OF SEA
BISCUIT

llorewood
plastic
robing,

,

Fino-tonod radio

0-E itloctric

MAN OR MURDERER?

clock

MITCHUM

Robert
SIN HUNTER
DEAN JAGGER

$34.95

YOUNG • HOLM
Tor
114

in color lik
TECHNICOLOR
with

Shirley

TEMPLE

r•
IAN HUNTER

Barry

FITZGERALD

Elsa LANCHESTER
Thomas GOMEZ
A Ma

Phone-2081

Princeton, Kentucky

Added Cartoon Comedy
'MRS. JONES REST FARM"
MOVIETONE NEWS

tnt

RAM

ADMISSION
12c & 34c
Til 5 p. m.

12e & 40e
After 5 p.m.

ION
Added Joy!
POPETE CARTOON
JOE DOAKES COMEDY
PARAMOUNT NEWS

Ad

Piss!
Movietone Adventhre
"AHOY DAVY JONES"

McALISTER
Added!

MIGFITY MOUSE
"rnE OREIRN IJNg
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By David Taylor Marke
rents have many problems.
erally these are transient and
, however trying they may
st the time. They pass sway
sensible handling and with
h
further development of the
may be labeld Among such
child's destructiveness and
I
,essiveness.
isever, said the late Susan
Great Britain's
3, one of
psychologists,
most child
knowledge that the early
of childhood are bound to
such storms and crises will
much to ease the difficulties
Is, and hence of the chitIsaacs, winner of Par' Magazine award for her
Pie Nursery Years," cornial letters received from
tilts and nurses, and her res. into a book which has just
.a published, "Troubles of
nidren and Parents" (Van-d, $2.75).

Fraternal Order Of

Eagles
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lii is Chopin r devoted to destructiveness and aggressiveness,
she points out that if your child
should approach a person, suddenly and lath Out at him with
whatever toy or other object he
holds in his hand it does not
necessarily mean that he will
continue to do so as grows older. It must have been brought on
by a display of affection for that
person or the paying of too much
attention to a younger child.
Doubtless the action was due to
the tension of feeling aceurnting within him anci suddenly
bursting its bounds into open expression.
The way to handle such a
situation, says Miss Isaacs, is to
let him have companionship of
other children. It is the best
means of helping him to learn
control and delevop confidence in
their friendship. Of course, such
play should be carefully supervised, so as to safeguard other
children from these sudden attacks.
Scolding and punishing won't
help. It is better to try to prevent actual harm, acting as a
guide and control for junior, and
carefully avoiding any situations
which will stimulate his jealousy
and violence—for example, taking another child on your knee.
Let him have lots of opportunity
for big vigorous movements,
running, climbing, jumping,
throwing, hammering, and so on.
"If you can ensure these general
conditions, you will find that his
liability to make these sudden
attacks will get much less during
the next year and will pass
WALKER HAS IT

tri., Nov. 11, 7:00 P. M.
*
a
*
W. D. Ramage, W. P.
Charles A. Hancock, Sec.

The New
Parker "21" Pen
$5.00
WALKER'S DRUGS
and JEWELRY
Dial 3211

r

TO TRADE, REPAIR
OR REFINANCE —
AN AUTO LOAN
WILL FIT YOUR PLANS 4

011
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'About Makeup Kits

substance called hataws--oddly,
that is aLso the Arabic word for
candy.
Halawu is prepared by mixing
sugar with a little water and
allowing the mixture to boil.
Then a few drops of lemon juice
are added to make a thick, transparent syrup. After cooling, It is
applied to the skin and then removed. It hurts — yes. But for at
least a month the rough unruly
hair disappears. Western women
who have tried it say it is the
most efficient depilatory they
know.
Out here most women have a
"ballana," a professional who
calls once monthly to provide the
"halawa" treatment.
Next to kohl, henna is one ef
the most antique beauty treatments. American women may recall an old joke that "some men
like blondes, some like brunettes

and some like women henna
way." The pun Isn't very good
but Egyptian women believe the
beauty treatment is.
Peasant women pick henna
leaves, dry them and grind them.
The dark green powder is then
mixed with water. Henna is not
only used to turn hair an orangeblonde shade. It is used to delicately tint the palms, feet and
nails.
Egyptian tradition says a woman with henna-dyed hair never
suffers from dandruff.

By Isis Raglieb
Miss America could learn a
makeup trick or two from the
ancient beauty secrets of Egypt.
Cosmetics were widely used
here l,500 years before Christ.
Even today Egyptian women are
credited with more effective eye
makeup than their sisters over
the world.
Since 1916 the number of miles
Here are a few Egyptian beauof railway line in continental
ty secrets. They take a good deal
United States has declined steadof work but, after 34 centuries,
ily from 254,037 to 225,200.
Egyptian beauties still believe
them worth the effort.
Kohl, an eye makeup so effective the ancient Egyptian queens
FLAMES DESTROY HOUSE. ATTACK ANOTHER: While a house in the Santa Susana mountains had it buried with them for use
in the afterworld, is worn by 90
west of Chatsworth, Calif., burns furiously, flames creep up a hill and advance on a neighboring
for
dwell- per cent
of modern Egyptian
ing still under construction. In a few moments it, too, was consumed by the fire.
Next day dying women.
winds brought hope for control of a terrifying brush fire that destroyed at least ten homes
• GOOD QUALITY
and sent
It is a black, soot-like powder.
hundreds of residents fleeing in its path. (AP Wirephoto)
Special shops sell it on famed
• GOOD WORKMANSHIP
away altogether by the time he
Khan Khalil street in Cairo's ;
North
Dakota
Grid
Fans
Mouski bazaar. Beauty shops
*GOOD VALUE
is three or three and a half.
Find The First Huddle
abroad stock it.
What are you going to do about
• IN GOOD TASTY
By Sherman Lindell
Kohl is made by burning thin
a child who wilfully destroys toys,
Fargo, N. D. — Ever wonder strips of cotton dipped in castor
books, clothes and such?
oil. A smooth, concave plate is
When Great Grandpa was a boy who invented the football hudThere is no doubt, says Miss
dle? In North Dakota, fans credit held over the fire to collect the
he acted much like children. toC. C. (Casey) Finnegan, now soot. Then the soot is mixed
Isaacs, that is should not be
looked upon as mere naughtiness day. The children of 1949, like athletic director at North Dako- with ground kohl stone, placed
or wilfulness, but as an expres- those of 1849, know they should ta Agricultural college in Fargo. in a special container Egyptians
Princeton, Ky.
Phone 3284
The story goes back 29 years. call a "malchala" and locked
sion of inner emotional difficul- buckle down and learn the three
tight by a cover whose needleties.
R's, make less noise, mind theif Jack Stewart, then quarterback
One way of helping a child to elders more readily, and stop on the Grafton, N. D., high like edge is saturated with the
odorless, fast kohl dye.
school football team, tells it.
take care_of possessions would be
fighting with their brothers and
You apply kohl by carefully
In 1920, Finnegan's Grafton
to suggest giving away some of
sisters.
team faced a tough schedule. And inserting the fine edge between
the toys to children who have
But, unlike yesteryears' par- his squad
averaged only 150 closed lids. After outlining the
fewer than he has, and helping
ents, today's adults see their chilpounds in the line and 140 in the eye, end with a tiny line which
him to mend them up for this
dren in a much different light,
gives the eyes an attractive
backfield.
Purpose. This would be better Dr.
Charlotte del Solar, instruc"It was then," said Stewart, slanting appearance.
than scolding him for messing tor in
psychological foundations "that Casey
Egyptians centuries ago bororiginated the hudthem up.
and educational research
at dle. He used it to form a more rowed from their Turkish neighShe adds: For example, if you Teachers College,
Columbia Uni- deceptive attack in the
form of a bors a depilatory which makes
could give the child the means of versity,
says that adults are not shift and unbalanced
line to off- them scorn modern powders and
mending the toys, such as paste, getting across to
children what set the weight advantage of
the depilatory creams. it is a sticky
and help him to develop an in- they should, according
to the best other teams."
terest in making playthings, that modern educational
practices.
Stewart says the huddle, as
would be a help."
Dr. del Solar explains this dif- Grafton used it, was
designed so
ficulty in "Parents and Teffchers
The Bronx Zoo displays its View the Child," just published that at times a series of two, or
even three, plays was called in
brilliantly colored tropical birds by the Bureau of Publications
of one meeting. The plays were then Creomulsion
relieves promptly because
in the Jewel Room, where visitors Teachers College. Says
she:
run off without further signals it goes right to the scat of the trouble
stand in darkness and look into
"Present-day parents and teach- or huddling.
to help loosen and expel germ laden
small beautifully planted com- ers talk modern education, but.
No other team, even in Graf- phlegm and aid nature to soothe and
partments lighted by fluorescent they don't live it. They give
the ton's league, adopted the idea that heal raw, tender, inflamed bronchial
mucous membranes.TelI sour druggist
tubes in order to see the brilliant impression that they support
and year and only a few teams used to sell you a bottle of Creomulsion
plumage to best advantage.
accept an educational policy it the
next year. It wasn't until with the understanding sou must like
which puts a premium on minis
the way it quickly allays the cough
Chinese bells frequently are tering to all aspects of the child's several years later that the idea or you are to have your money back.
square or cylindrical and Japa- personality—his emotional, so- became universally popular.
Finnegan, now 59, won't say he
nese bells barrel-shaped.
cial, physical, artistic and intel- was the
first man in high school for Coughs,ChestColds,Bronchitis
lectual development. The chil- or college
football to use the huddren, nonetheless, seem comdle. He says he believes he was
pletely oblivioes to the adults "one of
the Vrst."
concern with regard to their all"At the time we put it into use
round development."
at Grafton," says Stewart, "there
Adults, she says, would do well was national mention that Casey
HOPKINSVILLE
to let youngsters know more
Finnegan was the first to use the
clearly what they want of them huddle.
No one refuted it then,
—that painting a picture or makso undoubtedly it is true."
ing friends readily is as important
Football experts say developas succeeding intellectaiaTly or
ment of the huddle was one of the
conforming to adult rules and most
important in football. It
regulations.
helped provide a means to give
Among other problems in their
the small clever team a chance
children encountered by both
against a heavy team. The hudparents and teachers she interdle also is given credit for helpviewed for her book, Dr. del Soing take the game out of the batlar found was the tendency of
ter and bludgeon class, changing
ELEPHANTS ... FAMOUS CLOWNS
youngsters to shy, withdrawing,
it to a game calling for plenty of
Standard of Comparison The Rest You Have Ever Seen.
self-effacing behaviour.
Every
By
quick thinking and speed.
*
*
Women's Wear
*
This ,she explains, may be a
situation peculiar to the elemenCOME BRING THE CHILDREN
tary grades. The sudden change UK Professor Honored
"Not More, But BetBring Your Wife, Your Kids, Your Friends' Kids . . .
from the sheltering warmth of
Faculty Members
ter Merchandise"
home to the more impersonal,
Yes,
Even Your Mother-In-Law, And Give Her A Thrill
In recognition of his outstand*
competitive life of the school may
sxclusively yours
ing accomplishments, Dr. Irwin T.
bring on unsureness. Then again,
Children - 40c Tax Inc.
Sanders, head of the University of
Admission
75c
Tax
Inc.
parents sometimes promote "anx(Incorporated)
Kentucky Department of Sociolosmall admission price
much
so
for
so
you
other
get
do
no
place
At
iety-tinged" qualities by expectgy, has been chosen by his fellow.
ing too much from their children.
facultymembers as the "DistinDr. del Solar thinks the view that
guished Professor of the Year in
parental standards are too high
the College of Arts and Sciences."
is well-founded.
As a result of his selection, Dr.
In addition, she believes chilSanders will be given a peroid
dren are often labeled "insecure"
free from all teaching duties to
merely because adults cannot unconduct a research project of his
derstand their behaviour.
own choosing and to prepare the
Poorly adjusted children, she
annual Arts and Sciences lecture.
reports, are growing up in an
atmosphere of criticism, while the
The Bronx Zoo exhibits a pair
well adjusted children get both
praise and blame. Parents and of gorillas behind glass for their
teachers vary in their treatment own protection from the coughs
and colds of human beings.
of each type.
Asked ti:P comment on their
Driving a motor car is twice
opinion of the school, parents
were most appreciative and com- as dangerous in the country as in
plimentary, she reports. Specifi- the city with 10.8 deaths per 100,cally requested to nathç flaws, 000 vehicle miles in the country
parents mentioned a wa iness of as compared with 5.3 deaths in
"free," "progressive," " odern," the city.

MEMORIALS

Wm. M. YOUNG

reat- ran pa
Was A Boy Too!

Allis-Chalmers
Dealer
Fredonia, Ky.

Henry & Henry

wirazo.

HUNTERS

Only 10 More Days Till Quail
Season Opens —
We have these guns in stock
REMINGTON Mod. 48 12 go.
automatic
REMINGTON 16 ga. repeater
ITHACA 12 go. repeater
(Slightly used - good as new)
Single Barrel12's - Shells

RELIEF AT LAST
ForYour COUGH

CREOMULSION

Tuesday, Nov. 15, Thru Saturday, Nov. 19

You can get the money quickly and privately to trade or repair your car under our Auto loan plan.

e

vt Peteeseatect as much as one-half
by refinancing with us. Phone or come in today!

The Cream of The World's Choicest Circus Talent
Benefit The Shriners Hospital
for Crippled Children

wicarson

By

W. MARKET ST.
Princeton, Ky.

PHONE 1:881
JAMES T. HOLT, MGR.

The Arena - 1 mile north on U.S. 41
Madisonville, Ky.

Presents

Xetoirt4i,

071wmiiew 18

7:30 P.M.

Afit
Admission —
Adults - 40c

Children - 25c

&Me Caeliat GetsYoulhere

policies. They wanted njore emphasis on academic subj ts, more
discipline, and highe standards
of neatness, wor
anship, and
etiquette.
When parents were critical,
they sought higher standards in
the school, Dr. del Solar comments. When teachers criticized
the parents, they wished parents
would lower their standards.
Teachers themselves realize the
child's adjustment with his home
is basic and crucial to his success
at school.

MIKE&IKE
ARE SQUARING
AWAY AT
OUR STORE

COME IN AND
SEE'EM

Princeton Mills
Phone 2071
•WWWW11
Wil

Princeton Motor
Sales
Dawson Road
•

Buick Sales &
Service
We Do All Kinds of Mechanical Work on Cars and Trucks—

B. F. DILLINGHAM In charge

Call 2408 to Get Your
Car and Delivery

WILLYS 8/Omar"
Also —Two Other Great
Willys-Station Wagons
2-Wheel-Drive Station
Wagon with 4-Cylinder Engine. Overdrive
at no extra cost.
2-Wheel-Drive Station
Wagon with 6-Cylinder Engine. Overdrive
qt no extra cost.

The 4-Wheel-Drive Willys Station Wagon keeps going
through road and weather conditions that stop others
cold. You can count on its powerful all-wheel traction
to get you through deep mud, sand or snow—to keep
rolling on slippery ice with less skidding. It climbs
grades .. . crosses roadless country . . . goes places impossible for conventional vehicles.
This new Willys model is a comfortable, smooth riding
car for six with plenty of luggage room. It's doubly useful,
too. Rear seats lift out to provide big load space in the
(sail-size all-steel body. See and drive it today.

Stone Motor Co., Distributors

PRINCETON MOTOR SALES, Dealer
Dawson Rd.

Phone 2408

'61

.
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30 were $3,338,103,
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Score Of 13-0
appearine - the Noventhet S editwitter 60 yard run bringing
against $2,723,603 for the year
tion of tie Wall Street Journal.
Princeton VFW Red Rockets
Sturgis to the VFW two yard
The report, which is for the en- ending September 36, 1948.
kept its 49 record clean of de- line, A fumble on the next play
Federal taxes were deducted in
tire K. U. system, shows earnteats Sunday afternoon by hand- gave the ball to the Rockets and
ings for the three-months period arriving at the report on net ining the fast Sturgis Independ- from there on it was a matter of
ending September 90 thia year come, the Journal article stated.
ents a 13 to 0 klashing before a passing by the "Rubber Arm"
were $797,406, against $756,223
Pickens who flung a 40 yard paycrowd of 400 spectators.
Patterson.
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off
try
to
Bolstered by the mighty arm
Livestock Market
of Jim Pickens, the locals hunch- terson trotted the 40 remaining
Cattle sales at the Princeton
ed across a touchdown in the yards to the goal line.
market was fully steaLivestock
Outstanding line performance
opening minutes of the first quarcompared to last week.
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ter and again just three minutes was turned in by Martin, Spany
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before the final whistle despite Creekmur, Jimmy Jones, Jim
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Pres
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Morgan,
clasped
hands
end
banded
the loss of
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NICE
$23.00 27.00
Steers
with U.' K.'s wildcat mascot, "Colonel," to put a feline hex on all foes remaining on the Kentucky football
out of the game suffering from ley, Charles Varble, (Gourd
Medium Quality Butcher
Tennessee," their prayer •ends.
please,
Colonel,
whammy
on
"And
put
a
double
schedule.
Hogan,
slight injuries received in a car Head) Murphy, Laban
19.00 22.00
Cattle
Jr., Jack Wood, Coolie) Mitchell
accident Saturday night.
Grain on Grass
Ram Martin, right end for and Noble Oliver.
Social Security Agent
23.00 26.00
Steers
The Rockets play a return enPrinceton, set up the first marker
19.00 25.00
Baby Beeves
by jarring the opening kickoff gagement at Sturgis Novem- To Visit Here Nov. 17
14.00 16.00
Fat Cows
A representative of the Padu- LOST: Billfold (blue alligator) SAVE MONEY: Phone 2628.
from a Sturgis receiver on the ber 20.
Canners and Cutters 10.00 14.00
30 yard stripe. Princeton recovcah Social Security AdministraHugh Boyd, 520 Plum St., for Bulls
14.00 17.00
containing $45 and receipt with
ered and after a stab at the SturOctopuses change color to tion office will be at the Prine.egood lump coal, stoker coal at Stock Cattle
19.00 24.00
name
of
Mrs.
L.
E.
Egbert
on
gis line, Pickens niftily passed match the kind of ocean bottom ton postoffice at 1 p. m. Thursreasonable price s. General Feeder Cattle
23.00
18.00
same. Finder, please return to
to Williamson for the first touch- on which they rest.
hauling, wood and kindling. Milk COWS, per hd. 92.00 121.00
day, November 17, to answer
Princeton
Leader
office
or
Mrs.
17-4tp VEALS
questions anybody may have conEgbert at 414 Hopkinsville St.
cerning social security, it is an• 20.00
Motors for Fancy Veals
Outboard
SALE;
FOR
Reward.
19-1tc
nounced.
27.50
Cruiser control, shift to Scott- No. 1 Veals
' 25.00
Atwater. Warm up in neutral No. 2 Veals
PAY SOCIAL: Saturday, NovemCALIFORNIANS VISIT HERE
19.25
shift to reverse and forward. 4 Throwouts
meb 12, 7:00 p. m., at the home
Mrs. Fern Kaufman and Mrs.
/
2 h. p. with HOGS
of Mr. and Mrs. Buddy
h. p. 5 h. p. and 71
This season do the town
May Burkett, of California, re16.50
shift. Williams Texaco Service 200-250
up right in these smart
Brown. Sponsored by the EdPhone 2441
cently spent a week with their
16.00
lounge
StationPlum and Mein St. 255-280
breasted
dy Creek Homemakers Club.
double
mother, Mrs. F. F. Jones, of the
15.50
tic 285-350
Phone 2445.
Public is invited.
models. Come in and choose
19-1tp
Established 1907
Scottsburg community.
15.50
355 & up
your pet pattern . . . we've
They were accompanied home WANTED: Office work by wo- PIANOS: Both new and Used. 120_155
14.75
got your size.
by their step-father, Mr. F. F.
PIANO
CO.,
409
S.
man who is experienced seereDYE
Main, 160-195
15.50
"Not For A Day But For All Time"
Jones. Enroute home, they saw
Hopkinsville, Ky.
tarsi. Write P. 0. Box 134.
tiMp Roughs, 350 lbs &
the Painted Desert, Petrified
Imogene Jones.
15.50
19-Hp
under
FOR SALE-For clean, used cars Roughs, 355-450 .... 14.50
Forest, Boulder Dam and many
Randolph
see
FOR
trucks,
SALE: Four-room house
and
other points of interest. While in
Roughs, 455 lbs. & up 14.50
with bath and gas. 313 Dawson
Motors. Ford Sales and _ServCalifornia, Mr. Jones visited San
Road. See L. M. Hicks. 19-1tp
5-1tc PAY SOCIAL: Saturday, Novemice.
Diego, Long Beach, Santa Monimeb 12, 7:00 p. m., at the home.
ca, Beverly Hills, Los Angeles FOR SALE: Oil heater; good
as BARGAIN, NEW SPINET PIAof Mr. and
Mrs. Buddy
and other cities. He also drove
new. Also, one ladies' covert
unknown
an
NO: Why buy
Brown. Sponsored by the F.dAvailable also
down Sunset Trail in Hollywood
Coat, size 14. Phone 3023. 19-Hp
make, second hand piano from
dy Creek Homemakers Club
where he saw homes of movie
an unknown party, when KenPublic is invited.
19-1tp
FOR SALE: 1939 Deluxe Ford;
stars.
in smart single
tucky's greatest music store offive good casings; no. 1 shape;
fers you a new, standard brand "BOWLING ALLEY: Will sell inpriced to sell. J. N. Hale, Hale's
breasted styles.
Gallons
Card Of Thanks
terest in established 6 or 8
piano ,free service, and ShackGrocery Store, 12 mi. from
We wish to express our sincere
elton's guarantee all for the
lanes in southwestern KentucPrincteon Road.
19-Up
thanks and appreciation to our
same price? SPECIAL, from
ky. Will pay for self in one
many friends and neighbors for
now until Christmas, or as long
year. Can finance reasonable
TCH MAKING: All makes
their kind deeds and words of
and models. Clocks, Jewelry
as they last, we ink offering to
dtawnspsyment. Write Box 529.
sympathy extended to us in the
repaired. All work guaranteed.
Princeton Leader."
readers of this advertisement
l9-2tc
recent death of our beloved wife
Chas. "Pete" Russell, certified
the reliable Standard Brand
and mother, Mrs. L. W. Bodenwatchmaker.
H. C. Russell,
New Cable Spinet Piano, for FOR SALE: Blue and white girls'
bicycle; in good condition.
hamer.
Prop.
only $595.00 on terms less than
tic
Phone 3832. Miss Irene MashWe greatly appreciate the beaurent, $4.00 weekly. Phone (reburn.
19-Hp
tiful floral offerings; we especi- AUTO GLASS: Sheet safety
versing charges for full inforglass cut and iascalled in all
(Ethylen3 Glycol Base)
ally think the Rev. H. G. M. Hatmation) or write us for illus- FOR RENT: Three-room furnishcars. Williams Texaco Service
ler, the Rev. James Morrison and
trated catalog at once. The
ed apartment; furhace heat.
Station, Corner Plum & main.
the Morgan Brothers for their
quantity of pianos is limited.
411 E. Market St.
19-1tp
Phone 557.
tfc
services.
SHACKELTON PIANO COMFOR
SALE:
May each of you be blessed in
One
good
used
piPANY,621 South Fourth Street,
FOR expert paint and body reano. Phone 3511.
time of sorrow.
19-Itc
Louisville 2, Kentucky. 17-8tc
pairs, see Randolph Motors.
L. W. Bodenhamer and
E. Ct. Sq.
Phone 2662
Ford Sales and Service.
ltc NOTICE, PARENTS: Give your FOR SALE: One Storkline baby
Children
19-it&
"Princeton's Finest Dept. Store •
buggy. Phone 3785. 409 Maple
child "Childcraft" for ChristFOR ELECTRICAL Appliances
Ave.
19-1tp
mas;
14
volumes,
plus
Art
and Electrical Supplies, visit
book; Parents Guidance, 3-year
Stallins and Kennedy Electric
library service. Ages 2-14. For
Service, 124 E. Main St., Phone
further details, free demonstra3180 or 2389. Work guaranteed.
tion and placing orders, see
tfc
fENDERQU1CK SALT, Morton
SPECIAL MEAT CURING SALT
Mrs. H. C. Lester, Dist. Mgr.,
FOR SALE: Singer Sewing MaElementary Teacher-Education
81(
100 lb. paper bag
4 lb. pkg.
$1"
chine. Recently overhauled.
Division. 908 North Jefferson
SUGAR CURE SALT, Morton
FIGARO CONDENSED SMOKE
Sews like new. Perfect condi19-2tp
St. Phone 3768.
7% lb. pkg.
tion. Dial 3771. Penney's. 19-Itc
81f
16 oz.
PAINT BY RECIPE
MEAT PUMP
FIGARO CONDENSED SMOKE
BOAT FOR SALE: 23 foot exAmateur home decorators now
4 oz.
press cruiser, 95 H. P. Chris32 oz
$1"
socan look up the recipe for mixing
Craft motor, one year old, will
SEASONING, Fiasco
SEASONING
SAUSAGE
FIGARO
SAUSAGE
sacrifice at $1300.00. Also 30 by a new color for the living room
15(
10 oz.
Pkg.
16 foot house boat, completely walls, just as they would consult
furnished, bottom just rework- the cookbook for a cake recipe.
PEACHES, Remarkable
ed, $950.00. D. L. Snyder, Mur- A new 200-page volume entitled
sliced, 29 oz. can
20(
ray, Kentucky. Phone 1157M. "The Keystone Cavalcade of
PINEAPPLE, Silver River, crushed
16-3tc Color" has full-page reproducPEACH or APRROT PRESERVES, pure t
could
heavy syrup, 19 oz. can
FOR SALE: Used refrigerators. tions of every color that
Smucker's, 3 large 32 oz. jars
be dreamed up by a decorator.
McConnell Electric Co.
16-tfc
CORN, Jolly Time, White
POP
The pages are coated with the
APPtE SAUCE, White House
III
oz. can
FOR SALE: 1946 Olds. 76 sedan- paint itself, and on the back of
19 oz. can
ette with hydra-matic. White each is a recipe giving exact
PORK & BEANS, Ky. Beauty
CORN, Can-D-Lite, white, cream
super cushion tires, plastic seat proportions of the different pig3 for ..........I
No. 300 can, 9c
covers, radio and heater. Fami- ments required to produce the
style, 19 oz. can
10(
15(
CHERRIES, South Haven, red soar
ly car in perfect condition. Also color. The book is available at
CHERRY CHOCOLATES, Brach
can
oz.
one-wheel trailer. Dial 3270 for paint supply stores throughout
pitted, 19
1 lb box
49( CRANBERRY SAUCE, Ocean Spray
real bargain.
15(
19-1tc the country.
KRISPY CRACKERS, Sunshine
16 oz. con
1 lb. box
TOMATO JUICE, Naas
HI HO CRACKERS, Sunshine
46 oz. can
1 lb. box
32f DOG FOOD, Pard

VFW Red Rockets
Defeat Sturgis
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The Ideal
Suit For
Day Or
Evening

C. A. Woodall Insurance Agency
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JUST RECEIVED - - -
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Firestone
Permanent
Anti-Freeze

DUNN & OLIVER
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HOG KILLING SUPPLIES

30(

fl

15

For every
Fall costume!

Save A Cool $40

Make Your Dollars Behave Like

Lituouninc-f3b2-cot

By Special
Arrangement With
flOUNTRY BOV
° STORES 01

We Offer

• Brown Shadow
• Wine Haze

ARMY

SURPLUS

HEATERS

•Fashion Beige
A Warm Morning

• Copperlite
• Fall Taupe
•Mist
•Dark Fancy

Every Morning - It's the Cermaic Lining that does
it. Original Price of this Stove $64.95. Our
Special Sale Price

$24.95
Save enough to pay your fuel bill, enjoy firing
only once a day. America's best known Heating stove.
Small Surplus Coal Ranges

PRINCETON SHOE CO.

White Enamel

BLENDED JUICE, Heart of Florida
No. 2 can
BABY FOOD, Gerber's
4% oz. can

Ten Spots

15 Denier $1.35
Sizes 81/2 to 11
With fall suits, coats and dresses
varying from bronzy green to earth
tones, from aerial blue to antique
gold, isn't it a joy to know that
Humming Bird nylons have been
meticulously correlated in so
many versatile shades?
Here are our most famous 51 gauge,
15 denier beauties---luxurylooking, long-wearing, color-right
for an exciting new fashion season!

25ft

$14.95

Joiner Hardware Co.

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE, Heart of Florida
19 oz. can
CONCORD GRAPE PRESERVES,
Monarch, pure, 2 16 on. Jars
LOVING CUP TEA,/
1
2-1b. pkg. 490
14-lb. pkg.

10(
8(

and a beautiful Ilk. water glass for only Sc with
every purchase of Loving Cup Tea

All Red Front Stores Will Be
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16 oz. can
ORANGE JUICE, Osage
46 oz. can
SALAD DRESSING, Table Garden
32 oz. jar
CIGARETTES, popular brands, carton

(1

(Ky. only) tax Inc.)
QUAKER OATS
small pkg.
PUMPKIN, Autumn Harvest
2 large 30 on. cans
PEAS, Handy, standard
20 oz. can

16t
15(
10t

10(

49
26
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Open Friday, Nov 1 1, 1949

Fresh Fruits and Vegetables
CRANBERRIES, Eatmore
OYSTERS, standards

19c

poundpint
COCOANUTS,
APPLES, Grimes Golden. fate9
each
6 lb&
123(
APPLES, Red,fancy
4 lbs
25f
MEAT SPECIALS
FRESH PORK SHOULDER, lb.
...................
,

Place your order for your Holiday Fowl at all Red Front Stores

Red Front Stores
Listen to "Bing Sings" Daily WSON, Henderson, Ky. 9 A. M.
WViS 6 P. M. Owensboro., Ky., Week Days
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